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CHAPTER I 
PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
This study is a survey of parent and teacher opinion and feeling in 
relation to.the present parent-teacher conference reporting system in 
Winsted, Conn. The city of Winsted has, for the past five years, made 
use of the parent-teacher conference as a supplement to the regular report 
card system. The regular card is sent home at approximately nine week in-
tervals and consists of a page on which is placed letter grades for each 
of the academic subjects, a page for study skills and work habits, and a 
final page for teacher and parent comments. The grading system used is 
v 
the traditional letter grades of "An, trBrt, ttCtt and ttUtt. It was felt that 
this card was usable but that it had certain limitations in being able to 
express to parents exactly what their child was doing in class or in the 
total school picture. In 1953 it was suggested that the parent-teacher 
conference system might well be added to the reporting program and thus 
give the parents and the teachers an opportunity to come together and in a 
face-to-face situation to discuss the program and the progress of the 
children. A program was then devised and has been in effect since that · 
date. 
The program, set up in Winsted, consists of two planned conference 
periods, which usually fall within one week of each of the first two mark-
ing periods, that is, the marking period in November and again in February. 
~/see report cara. J..n appena.J..X C 
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As a supplement~ though not planned as one, the teachers are expected, 
and i n some cases required, to be in their school rooms in their uildines 
for a period of one half hour before each of the monthly Parent-Teacher 
Associat ion meetin::;s . This is desiened to give each parent who comes , a 
period of appro:xiln.ately five minutes to discuss his child' s proeress over 
the last month of school. Nany parents have made use of the opportunity 
afforded them and have come t o these room conferences . Since 1956, ::rr-ades 
five and six have been on "double session" in the Pearson School i n combin-
ation 1o!i th grades s even and e i ght . This has posed a problem in so far as 
the meetings held before the PTA meetings are concerned, in that t here are 
nov! t -vw teachers in each room discussing -,rith parents their questions 
about , interests i n , and aspirations for their children. This doubling up 
has been the cause for concern to many parents as 1r.rell as to w.any teachers. 
It should be poi nted out here , hmvever, that all the teachers in the system 
do not hold individual confer ences at t hese meetings, but rather, hold a 
group meet i ng in ~r,rhich issv.es or topics of more general concern or interest 
are discussed. 
vihile being on "double sessionsn has caused many difficulti es , it has, 
at the same time , been very benefi cial in that it has put the schools and 
their problems and programs foremost in the minds of the people and much 
thought and di scussion has taken pl ace in the city in the areas of school 
plant , school prograrn and school goals . Along vrith the general thoughts on 
school pro_<:;ram came questions as to the adequacy in scope and purpose of our 
parent- teacher c onference reporting system. The "vriter, aft er talking 1'-fith 
parents, fellm-.r teachers, principa l s , and the superint endent of schools, 
J 
undertook with the f ull cooperation of the administrati on , to conduct a 
survey of par ents an.d teachers to determine the attitudes of the respec-
tive groups as t o the effect iveness of our conference system. This 1<Ias 
to include the plru1ned conference periods and the conferences held before 
the meetings of the PI'A. The purpose of t he survey v;as to see VJhat 
phases vrere v.rell understood , •v-hich phases seemed to have element s of less 
understanding and to find the areas i n which he l p 1vas ne eded, and to see 
v.rhat changes wight be sugges t ed which vmuld make om~ program of mor e value 
to the parents and the teacher s alike. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF liTERATURE 
History 
The history of marking is replete with many different kinds of 
evaluation and with a history of resistance to each proposed change. This 
1 
probabzy is as it should be for, as Coulter tells us, "Parents are not 
opposed to 'newer' methods and procedures in educations; they are unwill-
ing, and wisely so, to give up a type of education that was suitable for 
them for a type they do not understand." This story still holds true in 
the field of Parent-Teacher Conferences. 
"The Parent Teacher Conference as a formal means of reporting pupil 
progress to the parents seems to have developed since 1930, says 
2 
Ploghoft. The literature does not reveal evidence of the conference 
plan being used before that time, although it is quite likely that indivi-
dual teachers had used this means of supplementing the regular report card. 
Among earlier users of the PTC plan for reporting progress to parents were 
the Elementary schools of Highland Park, Michigan and Aberdeen, South Dakota. 
1K. c. Coulter, •Parent Teacher Conferences," Elementary School 
Journal, 47:390, March, 1958 • . 
2Milton Ploghoft, "Parent Teacher Conferences As A Report Of Progress, 
An Overview," Educational Administration and Supervision, 44:101, 
March, 1958. 
-4-
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Both of these elementary systems were reported to have been using the 
conference plan before 1935. Elementary schools in Germantown, Pennsyl-
vania and in Salt Lake City, Utah were reported to be other early users 
of the conference plan for reporting pupil progress.n The progress of 
this method has been slow in many sections of our country and particular-
1 
ly in New England but as Kawain says, "The rapidity with which this phase 
of the school program has developed during the past two decades is no less 
than amazing when one considers the difficulties that have to be met in 
establishing such a program." 
Purpose 
As one undertakes the explanation of the purpose of individual con-
2 
ferences, one can, it seems, agree with Laycock that the "conference must 
be for the sole purpose of understanding and helping the child." 
3 
McConnell carries this thought further by stating the purpose "is to enable 
parents to cooperate more intelligently with the school in guiding the 
4 
child." Kawain tells us that the general purpose of such a program of 
conferences in the modern school "is to establish friendliness and under-
standing between parents and teachers far the welfare of the child in whom 
both are interested." 
~thel Kawain, "Teacher Parent Conferences Pay Dividends," National 
Parent Teacher, 47:23, December, 1951. 
2s. R. Laycock, "Individual Teacher Parent Conferences-How C:an They Be 
Improved?" Understanding The Child, 21:8, January, 1952. 
3Gaither McConnell, "What Do Parents Want to Know?" Elementary School 
Journal, 58:87, November, 1957. 
4Kawain, op. cit. p. 22. 
6 
1 
All would agree with Coulter that children are best served by constant 
cooperation between the two institutions most concerned with children-home 
and school. 
With the thougl:t, o:f better communicative and evaluation to help build 
a better school system in mind it seems that we might mention that 
2 
D1Evelyn suggest :four reasons :for conferences. These categories are: 
(1) getting acquainted; (2) reporting the child's progress; (3) solving 
problems related to the child's learning or behavior; (4) a combtiai>ion o:f 
any o:f these. 
3 
Detwiler in his writing suggests three reasons :for using the con:fer-
ence method. These include {1) to get acquainted and established working 
relationship with them; {2) to learn to know the individual child better 
and {3) to establish a common ground with the community in regard to school 
policies and procedures. 
4 As Edwards states; lJThere should be frequent contacts between parents 
and teachers, either by way o:f written or oral reports~ Progress must be 
interpreted, not in vague pleasantries, but by specific data on tne child's 
achievement.n 
lcoulter, Loc .. cit. 
2l(atherine D'Evel;yn, ttGood Techniques :for Con:ferences,u Childhood 
Education, 32:119, November, 1955. 
3o. L. Detwiler, "Parent Con:ferences,tt Instructor, 57:12, 
October, 194E~. 
4Phyllis Edwards, .ttflow Is ~ Child Doing?tt Grade Teacher, 175!1.~.; B5cem-
ber, 1957. 
7 
When we talk of progress, we are not talking in terms of only 
academic progress but rather in terms of the total growth of the student. 
We have ample proof that parents want to know the total picture. In a 
1 
study of 745 parents McConnell reports these as the things parents wanted 
to know about their children: (1) person and classroom behavior; (2) aca-
demic progress; (3) social behavior; (4) home-school behavior; (5) indivi-
dual aptitude or ability; (6) health and physical conditions. 
2 
In reporting similar findings Jung of a letter to a teacher, a par-
ent said; I need to know about: (1) my own children (as a group member); 
(2) my children's classmates (the characteristics of an age); and (3) 
the school as a whole. 
3 4 
Gerth as well as Fitzpatrick report parents want to know: (1) How 
is my child getting along wit,h the other children in the class; (2) Is he 
doing his work as well as he should on the basis of his ability and if his 
work is not up to standards for him, what can I do to help him. 
5 
Applegate reports very concisely that parents want to know: (1) how 
is my child doing; (2) what are you doing about his problems; (3) what can 
I do to help. 
~cConnell, op. cit., P• 83 
2c. W. Jung, and M. Hunter, "Confidentially Yours: Parent to Teacher; 
Teacher to Parent,• National Parent Teacher, 52:20, April, 1958. 
3Mary Wheelock Gerth, •Plan Your Parent Conferences This Fall,• 
Instructor, 63:106, September, 1953. 
4E. H. Fitzpatrick, ffTeacher Parent Conferences,• Catholic School 
Journal, 58:38, April, 1958. 
5Mauree Applegate, •Those Parent Teacher Conferences,• Journal~ 
Education, 87:17, May, 1955. 
These, then, are the purposes of parent teacher conferences. If 
these goals are met then certainly any system will be on a firm founda-
tion. 
Value 
As one reads in the literature the how, the when, and the who, the 
question invariably arises: Why? Just why should one, or does one need 
this kind of reporting procedure? The answer is spelled out very clearly 
in the writings and it is well to bring forth a few of these ideas. As 
1 
8 
Lewis and Gafford says: "over the years the emphasis has shifted from pro-
motion to progress, from text to student, and the shift has stimulated 
educators to seek improved methods of reporting, of parent teacher communi-
cation." We are well aware that with all of the changes taking place in 
society that we must find better ways of interpreting the program to the 
2 
general public. Dysert says: "The fact presents itself that the need to 
talk with parents is greater than ever in view of the amount of material 
being published which offers unhealthy pictures of our institutions of 
learning." We are aware that evaluation of a student and the learning pro-
cess can be very different when viewed by different individuals. This is 
particularly true when judging the amount of or the quality of instruction 
in our schools today. It is well, then, that teachers and parents sit down 
together and attempt to build realistic expectancies for children and to 
plan a program designed to reach our goals. 
la.ertrude M. Lewis, and Hazel Gafford, "Reporting The Child's Progress," 
School Tdfe, 39:8, April, 1957. 
2Freda Dysert, "Experimenting in Group Conferences With Parents," 
Teachers College of Columbia Journal, 27:38, December, 1955. 
9 
1 
Hufstedler tells us if the parent tries to do it by himself he may be 
unaware of the schools goals or philosophy, while if the schools judge 
alone, they may put too much emphasis on academic aspects and lose sight 
of the family goals. When we sit down together, a solid plan can be worked 
2 
out. Kawa.in states tbat no single procedure has done more to improve 
home-school relationships than the parent-teacher conference. 
There bas been general agreement in educational circles, writes 
3 
Stendler, that parent-teacher conferences a~e a very desirable means of 
furthering effective work w.i.th the children in school. It has also been 
recognized that the area of parent relations ia probably the most difficult 
one in which teachers have to deal and may very well be the area in which 
their performance is most tinadequate. This is probably very :brue and 
teachers do have a lot to learn in using the conference technique, but at 
4 
Ploghoft remarks: ttif the classroom teacher cannot provide the parent with 
more complete information during a personal conference, than by way of a 
report card with its traditional markings, there is room for question as 
to the teacher's fitness for her position." 
There seems to be little question of the teachers ability in this re-
5 
spect, however, for as Brodie says: "It is commonly conceded even by 
. 
1Virginia Hufstedler, "Parents and Teachers Talk it Over ;n 
Educational Leadership, 4:429, April, 1947. 
2Ethel Kawain, :t!Teachers and Parents_J;JJ::J,ited,tt The Survey, 86:195, 
April, 1950. 
3Gelia Stendler, ttLetts LookAt Parent Teacher Conferences," 
Educational Leadership,. 6:292., February, 1949. 
4Ploghoft, op. cit., P• 103 
5Thomas A. Brodie, :ttSome Administrative Consideration Relating to Par-
ent Te~cher Conference Planning,n Bulletin of The National Association of 
Secondary Sc~ool Principals of tha National Education Association, 
Washington, D. C., 42:76, May, 1958. 
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critics of the plan that, in tbis respect, direct· cGntact is more advan- · 
. 
tageous than communicating through checklists, letter grades, or even 
personalized letters.n 
1 
Smitter and Hefferman state that in the schools where the confer-
ence method bas been tried, it has been .found overwhelmingly successful. 
Teachers are stimulated to think more clearly about the children that they 
teach and to be more scientific in their approach to problems. Teachers 
learn more about children in their groups and develop insight into .family 
li.fe and parent concerns. The parent and the teachers plan together .for 
the next step in the child's development without placing blame, rewarding 
or punishing children .for the inevitable differences in the human race. 
2 . 
An additional advantage, as Lonsdale points out, is that teachers become 
acquainted with the world in which the child moves, his place in the 
.family, his relations with other people; the factors which are helping or 
hindering his wholesome development. They are able to plan school exper-
iences .for the child which may compensate to some degree, .for shortcomings 
in out-of-school li.fe. He continues that PTC's .focus attention on the 
child as an individual. They help to make education a cooperative enter-
3 
prise between the home and school. Elliot as well as 
lF. Smitte~ and H. He.f.f!3rman, ttD9 Parent Want Report Cards?" 
Gali.fo:Imia Journal of. Elementary Education, 21:40, February, 195:3. 
2Bernard J. Lonsdale,.ttParent Teacher Con.ferences-An.Experience in 
Human Relations," California Journal of Elementary Education, 24:90, 
November, 1955. -
3Bert. Elliot, ''Reporting Pupil Progress Person to Person;" Parents 
and the Schools, Thirty Sixth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary 
SchoOlPrincipals. of the National Education Association, Washington, D.G. 
1957, P•226. 
ll 
1 
Wrinkle says emphatically that the value o:f PTC has been established be-
cause they are person to person. Report cards are merely symbols, letters 
a one way passage o:f perhaps 200 words while a conference of 20 minutes 
perhaps upwards of 2000 words will be exchanged. He says that the greatest 
2 
value is in the sharing of information. Rivilin points out that it should 
be obvious that parents have !mown their children so much longer than 
teachers and see them in so many different situations that the evaluation 
o:f a child's growth and development is bound to be inadequate i:f it is con-
ducted only by the teacher. Teachers see only a part of the problem if 
they think only of what they should tell parents instead of what parents 
can tell them. 
3 
Parker says that every teacher recognized the superiority of personal 
contact, however brief and informal, over the more static written report. 
4 
Detwiler listed as values which come from parent teacher conferences 
these: 
1. teachers became established in the community in a much shorter time. 
2. much was learned about the child's personality. 
3. some potential problems of pupil adjustment were avoided, others 
solved, and 
4. parents gained on insight into the work on problems their children 
met. 
lvlilliam Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting Practices in Elemen-
tary and Second.ar:y: Schools, New York, New York; Rinehart and Co., Inc., 
1947, p. 120. 
2Harry Rivilin, "Changing Concepts of Evaluation," Educational Forum, 
20:208, January, 1956. . 
3Beatrice Parker, "Parent Teacher Conferences," Elementary School 
Journal, 53:270, January, 1953 • . 
4oetwiler, Loc. cit. 
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In a workshop in 1946, these values were found for parent conferences; 
1. there was a better understanding of the child's background 
2. an opportunity was presented for the teacher to get parents 
reaction to the school and the child 
3. a clearer understanding of what the teacher was attempting to do 
was gained by the parent 
4. a mutual respect for each others problems was gained, which 
contributed to the child's welfare. 
1 
Luise Reszke says: "It is believed that conferences with parents of 
all children are important for interpreting pupil programs and for meeting 
children's needs regardless of whether or not there is an indication of a 
problem. The values to be derived from conferences are these; 
1. enables the teacher to know the child and his developmental tasks 
2. provides insight into problems that center in the home but affect 
the child's school life 
3. prevents wasted teacher effort of focusing attention on the 
problem rather than the cause 
4. provides the teacher with insight into the manner in which parents 
deal with their children 
5. establishes parents confidence in the teacher 
6. gives the parent an opportunity to know the teacher as a person -
7. helps the parent understand the school environment and its demands 
on the child 
8. helps the parent understand the goals of the teacher 
9. provides assurance to the parent that the teacher values the child 
as a person and is anxious for his success 
10. encourages parent participation in the program of evaluation." 
lLuise Reszke, "Parent Teacher Conferences; A Cooperative Plan," 
National Elementary Principal, 31:46, June, 1952. 
1 
Pullen summarizes the values of conferences as follows: 
•1. Parents feel that the school recognizes the value of home train-
ing and background. 
2. Public relations improve through school visits during~ school 
day as parents have a glimpse of the school in operation. 
3. It is a preventative, rather than a remedial approach to the 
problems of pupils. 'Shot gun' conferences, which are. negative 
and which discourage good public relations, are virtually 
eliminated. 
4. Pupils feel happy to know that parent and teacher are concerned 
about their progress. It seems to give both slow and fast 
learners the idea that their activities are worthwhile in the 
eyes of both parents and teacher. 
5. Many school policies can be explained to parents as a by-product 
of the conferences. 
6. A valuable in-service training for teachers results from the 
master teacher's observation of their classroom during the time 
of the conference. It provides firsthand information for subse-
quent consultation between the teacher and the Master teacher. 
7. Teachers become better acquainted with the individual records of 
their pupils. Records are used, not just kept. 
8. Teachers lose their feeling of hesitancy in meeting parents; 
parents lose their tendency to dread visiting the school for 
conferences of the traditional variety. 
9. The recognized shortcomings of report card systems are overcome 
to a marked degree when supplemented by such a parent-teacher 
conference program. 
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10. The school board, faculty, and parents develop a feeling of pride 
in our conference system.• 
There seems to be general agreement in the literature as to the value 
of conferences. The writer would like to close the discussion of these 
2 
values with this thought by Applegate, "In my opinion, parent teacher 
li-Iilton V. Pullen, et. al., "A Recipe For a Successful Parent Confer-
ence System," Guidance f2!: Today's Children, Thirty third Yearbook of the 
Department of Elementary School Prineipals of . the National Education 
Association, Washington, D. C., 1954, P• 188. 
2Applegate, op. cit., P• 15. 
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conferences are among the best of the wonst of our school practices. 
Two things are needed: 1) universal adoption, and 2) universal improve-
ment." 
Problems 
As we look into the history of Parent Teacher Conferences, it seems 
well to spend a little time in defining exactly what is meant by the term. 
1 
vnttigham has defined evaluations as: "The total process by which school 
staffs measure the educational growth of pupils;" marking: ttthe work or 
symbol or summary statement of the progress made by each pupil;" and re-
2 
porting as: "comnnmicating the results of evaluation and marking." Maves 
tells us that conferences are: "an experience in cooperative human relation-
ship. Thus, as we look at Parent Teacher Conferences, we are talking, in 
general, about the type of human relationship which will allow the teacher 
to report his evaluation of the whole child and which will also allow the 
parent to react to this evaluation. It also allows the parent to interpret 
the experience of the child at home. 
There are many problems facing the school as it goes about the 
business of attempting to set up a workable parent conference system. Not 
the least of these problems, and probably the most pressing one, is that of 
setting up a climate or atmosphere which is conducive to carrying out an 
oral interpretation of the schools program and of the individual child's 
place in it. 
lE. L. Whigham, "What Should Report Cards Report ?tt School Executive, 
77:21, March, 1958. 
2Harold J. Maves, _"Contrasting Levels of Performance In Parent Teacher 
Conferences," Elementa~ School Journal, 58:224, January, 1958. 
1 
In her writing, Hufstedler states that there are two mutual barriers 
to successful Teacher Parent relationship, which are; "1) difference in 
educational background and, 2) a ~utual feeling of rivalry between the 
teacher and the mother. The rivalry exists on the mothers part in that 
she may feel the teacher is usurping some of the role of the mother and 
that there may be definite antagonism felt by the teacher as she feels 
the mother represents ~omanhood fulfilled' in that she has what every 
2 
woman wants - husband, children and home." Kawain reiterates this 
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thought and extends it to say that the teacher may make the mother envious 
by seeming to have freedom and social position. She also points out that 
teachers may expect some feeling of hostility fram a parent in that in 
criticizing or evaluating the child, teachers are also evaluating the 
home and the mother as a parent. This line of thinking is extended in 
3 
the work of Lonsdale when he said that the following are blocks to 
Parent Teacher cooperation: 
"1. Parents are subjective and emotional in their attitude toward 
children, teachers are more objective and matter of fact. 
2. Many parents have ready made attitudes toward a teacher. 
3. Parents are fearful of change. 
4. Parents are unsure of their own values. 
5. Most parents have less scientific knowledge of growth and 
development or of the ways children learn than teachers." 
l iiurstedler, op. cit., p. 432 · 
2Ethel Kawain, tl'!'ensions In Parent Teacher Relations: Must They Exist?" 
National Parent Teacher, 46:10, October, . 1951. 
3Lonsdale, op. cit., P. 87. 
l 
Kawain also states that the major pr0blems which challengs the 
.family and the school in their e.f.fort to pull together .for the welfare o:f 
the child, is the emotional tension inherent in the parent teacher rela-
tionship which is primarily responsible .for the weakness or .failure o:f 
2 
that relationship. He:f:fernan tells us that, in a study o:f 90 school 
16 
systems in California, many o.f the reasons given :for using the report 
cards do not indicate any inherent value in this method o:f reporting pupil 
progress, but rather, stem :from di:f:ficulties school administrators antici-
pate in moving to a method involving the teacher in :face to :face contact 
with parents. 
Outside o:f the problems already mentioned, there are other serious 
objections raised by persons interested in this :form o:f reporting. 
3 
Plogho:ft reports that one problem may be that the teacher may not be c~ 
4 
petent or diplomatic in carrying on collferences. As Vandiver notes, every 
conference between a parent and a teacher carries with it the responsibil-
5 6 
ity o:f improving or worsening working relationships. Elliot and Dillon 
echo this thought by saying, poor conferences with little planning by the 
lEthel Kawain, UTeachers and Parents United,tt The S~ey, 86:196, 
April, 1950. 
2Helen He:f:fernan and Lorene Marshall, ttReporting PlJ_pil Progress in Cal-
ifornia Cities,u California Journal o:f Elementary Education, 24:69, 
November, 1955 •. 
3Plogho:ft, Loc. cit~ 
... 4willis Vandiver, ttPreparing :for the Con:ference,1t Par~nts and the 
Schools, Thirty sixth Yearbook o:f the Department o:f Elementary Principals 
o:f the National Elementary Association, Washington, D. C., 1957 p. 217 • 
. 5Elliot, op. cit., P• 230. 
·6Elsie H. Dillon, ttGroup Parent Teacher Gon:ferences,tt Ibid. p. 226. 
principal and the staff can be more destructive than even a mediocre re-
port card system. 
Another problem inherent in this type of reporting is that there is 
a great danger that the child will not be informed as to the progress he 
is making in school. It has been suggested that it would be well to have 
the child present at the conferences. This may work very well in the 
1 
lower grades, but as Richardson points out, the m.unber of children who 
admit feeling of embarrassment and fear increases as adolescence is 
approached. The answer seems to be in conferences with the P'lPil before, 
or after, the conference with the parent. These conferences need not be 
duplications but should compliment each other. 
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The time, number and settings, and preparation for conferences as well 
as the role of the total school staff and parent are also of prime impor-
tance in this problem of effective parent teacher conferences. Let us n~~ 
look at the problem of preparation for conferences. 
Preparation 
If one is to exhaust the literature in this field, one must find what 
the writers say as to the way of going about holding a confer:ence, after the 
scheduling and setting all settled. On this subject, Imlch has been written 
2 
but for most purposes, it is felt that Ste. Mary Michael's comment entitled 
n12 Rules for Parent Teacher Conferences,• does a very creditable job of 
delimiting the ideas most necessary for teachers to keep in mind. 
ls. K. Richardson, "How Do Children Feel About Reports To Parents,• 
California Journal of Elementary Education, 24:101, November, 1955. 
2ste. Mary Michael, "l2 Rules For Parent Teacher Conferences ,• 
Clearing House, 30:234-235, December, 1955. 
1 
Applegate supplements and makes enough additional comments in his 11The 
Ten Comnandments of PTC ," to be worthy of inclusion also. 
Twelve Rules for Pl'C's 
1. Permit the parent to tell his side of the story, let him release 
his tensions 
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2. Accept his statements and attitudes as facts until you can pro-
duce different evidence. If the student being considered has 
rationalized to a serious degree, bring him in to face his explan-
ation 
3. Direct the parent to the question at hand, in order to eliminate 
unrelated matters 
4. Never argue, yet answer his questions directly and in a straight-
forward manner 
5. Refrain from revealing your attitude, or you will condition the 
rest of the interview 
6. Avoid implying, or indicating personal reaction. Remember, there 
is always another side, even if it is not your side 
7. Try to find some strengths and achievement in the student when 
the parent is wanting in understanding of his own child 
8. Suggest some plan of action, but help the parent recognize his 
responsibility for cooperation with the school or for carrying 
out the program for improving of his child 
9. Refuse to listen to a parent complain about other members of the 
faculty. You cannot trust such a person 
10. Never permit parents to gossip about other students in the clas-s_ or 
to make humiliating remarks about their families 
11. Do not mistake a symptom for a cause 
12. Keep and develop your sense of humor, even when you find that the 
parents lose theirs. 
1Applegate, op. cit., p. 17 
The Ten Commandments of FTC: 
1. Bring the child's problems out into the open but do not burden 
the parent with complaints about the child 
2. Do not make direct suggestions until they are cooperatively in-
spired 
3. Listen more than you talk and always before you talk, encourage 
the mother to tell you about her feeling. Keep your feelings to 
yourself 
4. Do not ID8fe comment, show surprise, indignation, emotion or 
judgement-these may be later used against you 
5. Don't resent criticism of the school but do welcome it. Don't 
criticize the child to the parent 
6. Stress the "wen relationship, ask the parent for help 
7. Think along with the mother, not for her 
8. Never argue with the parent 
9. At least one, in a FTC, must be objective. You are the logical 
one since you are not involved emotionallywi.th the child. 
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10. Encourage the parent to come again and send her away convinced 
that there is hope for her child 
If these suggestions are kep in mind, conference will be well worth 
the time taken in preparation. It can be truly said that preparation is 
1 
the key to successful conference. Brodie says very pointedly that: "In 
the literature one finds frequent references to number of interviews, 
proportion of parental participation, and amount of testing. There is also 
considerable emphasis on the mechanics of holding conferences, times avail-
able, the physical setting, and the procedures of scheduling. It is sur-
prising how voluminous or verbose it is possible to become with essential 
peripheral data." He goes on to state that: "Emphasis must be placed on 
lBrodie, op. cit., P• 75. 
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professional preparation, for the conferences rather on post determina-
tion of their specific efficacy.n 
If one is to be able to hold professionally planned conferences he 
must know as much about the student as possible. To assist in this matter 
1 
Derr suggests the following form be used in the initial conference with 
parents of ld.ndergarten or first grade children: 
1. Date 
Name: 
Birth: 
Parents Name and Address: 
2. Physical Status: Defects in Hearing? Defect in Sight? __ _ 
Defect in Speech?~~· ~-
. Is he right or is he left handed? __ 
3. Emotional Stability: 
Is he happy? Does he exhibit temper? When?. __ _ 
Does he cry? About what? 
Is he afraid? Shy? -----------------
What is his attitude toward entering school? 
------------------
4. Social adjustment: 
Does he play alone or in groups?~~--~~~-------
Does he enjoy active or rather quiet play?~-----------
Is he helpful? generous? selfish? 
Does he defend himself? --------------
What social experiences has he had outside of school? 
Has he visited a farm? a railroad?.--=--=---
Has he traveled by a bus? boat? ___ train? ____ airplane? __ __ 
Suggestions or questions: 
What, if any, special help does your child need? 
As the child progresses through the grades, most of this information 
will be on the child's cumulative records. This type of information gather-
ing may be done at an interview or at pre-school registration. 
When the teacher gets into the planning for a conference that is to 
discuss the child's academic and social growth, he must have ready refer-
ence to specific information about the child. 
~rgaret Derr, UThat First Conference is So Important," Instructor, 
63:44, June, 1954. 
1 
Dodd suggests the following list as a check list to use as a guide in 
talldng to parents: 
1. Information about the child 
a. Scholastic achievement which may be in terms of a 
child's capacity and rate of growth or relative 
achievement in his group, or both. 
b. Health conditions as revealed by physical examina-
tions and teacher observation, usuallY including 
hearing, vision, posture and dental health. 
c. How the child gets along with other children in the 
classroom and at play. 
d. Emotional control when faced with difficult situa-
tions. 
21 
e. Success in developing qualities of leadership, 
citizenship, self direction, sense of responsibility 
and other desirable characteristics. 
f. Vocational aptitudes and interests at appropriate 
grade levels. 
It may not be necessary or even possible to discuss these at all grade 
levels, but the guide can be altered to meet the needs of an individual 
2 
conference. . :Mavis points out: "The items on a guide sheet should be 
limited in number and should not be adhered to rigidly. Only a few points 
should be discussed but these should be stressed." As well as the informa-
tion about each individual child, the teacher must have at his command 
specific information about the general school program. This should include, 
a description of each school grade, the field of study and instructional 
material used, information on important changes in teacher practices, 
lauth Dodds, "Teacher Parent Conferences,u California Journal of 
Elementary Education, 19:192, January, 1951. 
2Maves, op. cit., p. 222. 
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information on other phases of the school program, including social activ-
ities, sports, clubs, musical and dramatic activities, student-self govern-
ment and participation in community life. 
This, then, presupposes a thorough knowledge of the total school 
curriculum, methods and practices. It also presupposes a thorough know-
1 
ledge of growth and development and child behavior. Stendler tells us 
that: "All too frequently the advice given to parents has been gro1.mded in 
faculty notions of child psychology and teachers have been ineffective in 
helping parents achieve insight because they are lacking in insight th~ 
selves.n If this is true, then certainly part 9f our preparation for hold-
ing conferences is a more thorough knowledge of schools and children • • If 
this is not done on a staff or school level, then it becomes the duty of 
the individual teacher to improve himself in those areas in which he might 
not feel as strong as he would like to be or feels he should become. We 
2 
must remember that Gerth tells us: "Conferences must be well planned. 
They are not casual encounters or social calls. They are business appoint-
3 
ments which can be helpful to parents and teachers alike.n Edwards states 
that: 1tBest results occur in instances where there has been preplanning to 
the exte.nt that parents know what to expect during the conference and also 
what is expected of them.n 
lstendler, op. cit., p. 17. 
~rth, loc. cit • . , 
3Edwards, op. cit., p. 18. 
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1 
As a final aid in preparation, Weckler suggests these materials 
be available in the planning stage and at the conferences. A chance to 
look them over just before the conference would be a help. 
Materials of use: 
l. A teacher guide sheet for each child with appropriate headings, 
to be filled in prior to the conference. 
2. Lists of the characteristics of boys and girls at different age 
levels-most helpful if described in terms of specific behavior. 
3. Outline of the school program to. help parent understand the goals 
o:f the school and the ways in which the school works to attain 
these goals. 
4. A reminder sheet of effective and ineffective conference techniques. 
5. A :form to report what actually took place at the conference. 
With judicious use of the preparation period, confidence should be in 
evidence as the conference period is approached. 
Procedure 
As we sit down with parents, there seems to be much apprehension of 
the part of both participants. This may be natural due to the emotional 
conflict sometimes present between a parent and a teacher and already dis-
2 
cussed under problems in this writing. Goodykoontz points out five 
points of agreement betwee~ parents and teachers which make good guideposts 
to start a conference. She says: 
"1. Neither groUp want children to f'ail. Both agree that to experi-
ence failure is bard on children and that it is important to help 
children do their best. 
lNora Weckler, ttProblems In Organizing Parent Teacher Conferences," 
California Journal of Elementcy;y Education, 24:120, November, 1955. 
2Bess Goodykoontz, JtParents Can Help Educate Their Children," 
National Parent Teacher,.47:6, November, 1952. 
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2. Neither group wants children to be pushed faster than is good 
for them. They believe that normal, healthy growth-physical and 
mental and emotional should be emphasized. 
3. Neither group wants children to be caught between the pressures 
of different standards at home and school. They believe schools 
and homes should lmow and trust each other and try to plan 
together for children's good. 
4. Neither group believes that learning goes on only at school or 
only at home. They lmow that children are learning all of the 
time they are awake, learning many things from many people. They 
want to increase children's receptiveness to new ideas and new 
skills and their ability to appraise them. 
5. Neither group believes that all that is worthwhile for children 
to learn is included in the school curriculum. Thel!e is nmch more, 
so nmch more that parents and teachers need not duplicate, need 
not worry about encroachments.• 
These are all good points of departure and could be used as an opening 
1 
statement to reflect the feeling of the teacher. :Maves tells us that 
•establishment of rapport appears to be the main factor contributing 
toward achievement of a high level of performance." This may be established, 
he feels, through free exchange of information. He also agrees w:i,.th 
2 
Kawain who states, ftThe teacher should always begin the interview with 
some favorable connnent about the child. When weak points are brought up, 
emphasis should be placed upon those in ~ich improvement is most readily 
possible, and a constructive plan for home-school cooperation in trying to 
3 
help the child overcome this weakness should be developed.• Laycock says 
~~ves, op. cit., p. 219. 
2Ethel Kawain, ftTeacher Parent Conferences Pay Dividends," National 
Parent Teacher, 47:24, December, 1951. 
3Laycock, loc. cit. 
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"The method of initiating the conference is important. It is well to 
remember that the secret of successful relations lies in giving the other 
1 
person a sense of worth." This is supplemented by Weckler who comments: 
'Whatever the situation, care must be taken that parents are neither em-
2 
barrassed or offended." The teachers aim should be, Parker tells us: 
HTo direct the parent to discover his child's needs and to think along 
lines which will result in a plan of action fitted to meet those needs." 
3 
For this purpose, Laycock feels: "the non-directive approach is the best 
to use with most parents." However, he cautions that when teachers offer 
suggestions to the parent, it is often wise to offer alternative one so 
that the parent may make the decision as to which one to use. With this 
4 in mind, Parker avers that: "it is wise to accept the parent's ideas 
whenever practicable for he will enter into it with more heart than he will 
give to a plan imposed by another. Then, should his own plan fail to 
achieve the end desired, he will be all the more receptive to the teacher's 
suggestions." 
5 
Smitter tells us that: "Teachers should state facts as they are 
today-and should not draw conclusions as to probable growth on a single 
set of data. This can only be done over a period of years.n 
~eckler, op. cit., P• 124. 
2Parker, op. cit., p. 271. 
3taycock, op. cit., P• 9. 
4Parker, lee. cit. 
5Faith W. Smitter, "What Should Parents Know About Their Children's 
Progress In Sch,ool?" California Journal of Elementary Education, 24:113, 
November, .1955. 
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1 
D'Evelyn notes that: "Teachers need to give a thoughtful and honest eval-
uation of the yonngster because parents have a right to know what he is 
achieving. They also need to initiate discussion about all aspects of the 
yonngsters development, and not academic alone.• 
2 
However, Fitzpatrick cautions teachers against probing into per-
sonal affairs. He says: •Don't try to be a psychologist, a psychiatrist, 
child therapist· or family counselor. Leave these responsibilities to the 
3 
specialist." Tantum points out that: "Conferences which build, in 
teachers and parents, greater confidence in the child can help in advancing 
the child's growth." This is the task of the parents and teachers and a 
good conference is one way of measuring evaluating and insuring that 
growth. 
At the conclusion of each conference, a summary should be provided, 
4 5 
says Ploghof~ Robinson also states, "This summary should record the 
reason for the conference, the teacher's recommendation, the parents con-
elusions and the future course of action. This summary should be written 
in large measure, immediately after the conference and before another starts. 
lntEvelyn, op. cit., p. 120. 
2Fitzpatrick, loc. cit., 
3A. R. Tantum, "Planning For Child Growth Through Parent Teacher Con-
ferences," National Elementary Principal, 31:35, January, 1952. 
4Ploghoft, op. cit., p. 104. 
5Helen Robinson, "Parent Teacher Conferences," Elementary School 
Journal, 58:429, May, 1958. 
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Kind and Number 
As one reads over the literature, it is immediately obvious that 
most writers stress the fact that there should be two kinds of confer-
ences, the group conference and the individual conference. While this 
work is concerned mainly w.i.th the individual conference, a few salient 
points should be made in regard to the group conference technique. 
1 
Dysert says: "There are those who believe that individual conferences 
solve the problem of interpreting the school to the public, but even 
where this method is used extensively, experience has shown t,hat great 
amounts of time are spent in reiteration facts which could well be e.x-
2 
plained to a group of parents at once." Ploghoft agrees with this 
thought and says: "Meeting of the parents in classroom groups should be 
considered in order to take care of problems of general interest outside 
of the individual conference session which should be reserved for confi-
dential reporting and exchange of information concerning the individual 
3 
child.• Akey suggests that orientation conferences should be held the 
2nd and 3rd weeks of September in groups of five or six for one hour to 
explain the curriculum. This idea of group meetings is carried further by 
4 
Applegate "not only is it necessary for there to be an initial meeting 
1Dysert, loc. cit. 
2Ploghoft, op. cit., p. 105. 
3Marguerite Akey, et al., "Launching A Program of Parent Teacher Con-
ferences," Parents and the Schools, Thirty sixth Yearbook of the Department 
·of Elementary School Principals of the National Education Association, 
Washington, D. C., 1957, p. 210. 
4Applegate, op. cit., p. 16. 
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of all the parents and the teachers as early in the year as possible, but 
this group meeting should be .followed soon-say by the first of October-by 
conferences with individual parents each reporting how things are going, 
1 
and the teacher likewise.u Ploghoft suggests doing the follow up by 
holding individual conferences at each marking period following the initial 
group conference.· 
The question of the best time of year to schedule the individual con-
.ference is one which is a problem to many administrators and teachers. It 
is generally accepted that one conference is not suf.ficient but there is a 
great deal of discussion as to how many more conferences are needed. The 
literature seems to indicate that when conferences were .first introduced 
it seemed that two parent meetings would be sufficient but the trend now 
2 
seems to be toward at least three. However, Ploghoft states "two con-
.ferences a year, held at the first and third marking periods, seems to be 
3 
the common practic.e. Rivilin states: ttif the:PTC comes early enoggh in 
the year, there is much the parent can do to help the teacher understand 
the child's ability, background, special needs, and problems. Having 
another such conference during the year, aids teachers and parents to 
evaluate the progress that has been made thus far, and to see whether 
changes are needed in plans for the year. A conference at the end of the 
year evaluates the achievement of the year and serves as a basis for the 
1Ploghoft, op. cit., P• 101. 
2Ploghoft, lipid•-~ ' , : . 
3Rivilin, op. cit., p. 209. 
the report which the teacher prepares for the child's next teacher.n 
1 
Weckler tells us that another frequent practice is to schedule confer-
29 
ences at mid-semester and to send home written reports at the end of the 
2 
semester. At that point it seems pertinent to report that Heffernan 
reminds us: ffThe major responsibility of teachers is the guidance of chil-
dren. The rggular use of two methods of reporting serious~ encroaches 
upon the time and energy of teachers, which should be devoted to the major 
task of teaching.tt He then goes on to state "Teachers find some difficul-
ty in getting sufficient time for conferences. However, those who have 
expended the greatest amount of effort on the conferences seem to be most 
enthusiastic about their success.n 
It seems evident then, that a minimum of three conferences a year is 
essential to a full conference system, and will be rewarding even though 
theve are many problems in scheduling. 
3 
Elliot has some sp:ggestions which might. help in this scheduling 
problem. He states that in general conferences should not be planned after 
a regular school day, but cpuld be planned on a minimum school day. He 
further suggests that the conference period be of two weeks in length to 
allow more parents to schedule a conference. As an additional help he 
suggests planning conferences so that parents may see all of their chil-
drens teachers during one visit to the school.. As one additional accom-
lweckler, op. cit., p. 123. 
2Heffernan, op. cit., p. 77. 
3Elliot, op. cit., p. 228. 
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modation to the parents and the assurance of a more successful conference 
system~ it is also suggested that at least one conference period be a 
night session to make it possible for the working mother or father to at-
1 
tend. Tantum. concurs in this thought pointing out that if conferences 
are held over two weeks then parents working on weekly shifts would find 
it easier to schedule a conference. It has been suggested that the night 
meeting could be in conjunction with a PTA meeting, but this idea is gen-
2· 
erally not met with approval. Weitzman says of conferences held in 
conjunction with Pl'A meetings: "The time allowed for the teacher to dis-
cuss the child with the parents may be helplessly" inadequate. To make 
matters worse, the teachers generally talk to one set of parents while 
thirty or more sets are waiting in the same room. This precludes any real 
privacy of discussion, of course. Finally, these parents most in need of 
such a conference are least likely to be present." itsatisfactory confer-
3 
ences,lt writes Laycock, cannot be held during recess periods, or when 
teachers are standing in the halls at dismissal time, or when the teacher 
has open house or visitor's day. or at a PTA meeting, or when a teacher is 
called to the door of her room in the midst of teaching a lesson .. 11 
It seems that even though the opinions are divided, there is much to 
be said for conferences held during the school time or on a minimum day, 
lTantum, loc. cit., p. 35. 
Z];llis Weitzman, 1tTeachers Need A Telephone Hour, n Phi Delta KapJ~an, 
3B:l01, December, 1956 •. 
3Laycock, loc. cit. 
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and also perhaps during one evening of the allotted conference period 
which might well stretch over a two week period. 
Length 
There seems to be as great a divergence of opinion as to the length 
of time necessary to hold a successful conference as there is to the 
number necessary to have a successful parent-teacher conference system. 
1 
Conezy says that individual conferences should be held at least twice 
2 . 3 4 
a year while Beem suggests three and Durland ·and Romano are numbered 
among those who favor a conference during each semester. The latter 
system seems to have the majority of followers. 
As to the amount of time an individual conference should consume, 
5 
A.key points out that: "PTC must be treated on an individual basis very 
much as we treat children, and never under the pressure of time." 
1Euda Conely, UWorking Out A New Reporting System,tt Parents and the 
Schools, Thirty sixth Yearbook of the Department of Elementary School 
Principals of the National Education Association, Washington, D. c., 
1957, p. 282 .. 
2Harlan Beem, "Parent Teacher Conferences,tt Elementary School Journal, 
54:ll, September, 1954. 
3Edna Durland, Lydia Leistikow and Charles Dalthrop, "In Lieu of 
Report Cards,tt, Nation's Schools, 18:29, October, 1936 • 
. 4Lol;lis. Romano, "Finding Out What Parents Want To Know, n Elementary 
School Journal, 58:89, November, 1957. 
5Akey, op. cit., p. 215. 
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1 
Kawain notes: "MOst teachers report that 20 minutes is the minimum 
period required, and a conference that is mutually satisfying to parent 
and teacher is more likely to take 30 to 40 minutes. When problems to be 
discussed are complicated, it· may take one hour to talk them through and 
formulate a constructive plan for helping a child overcome his difficul-
ties." An hour seems to be generally considered a good scheduling period, 
not only to provide for difficult problems, but to allow for an: ·unhurried 
pace, for she continues: "Each participant should feel that the other has 
set this particular time aside for the purpose of a good conference and 
that each will receive the others undivided and unhurried attention." 
2 3 
Cutright and Akey indicate that 30 minutes is the average active con-
4 5 
ference period but agree with Beem and Pullen that time should be allowed 
between each conference so the teacher might write his report for the 
previous conference and make final preparations for the one to come. When 
lKawain, op. cit., P• 23. 
2Prudence Cutright, "Planning For Child Growth Through Parent Teacher 
Conferences," Childhood Education, . 24:267, February, 1948. 
3Akey, loc. cit. 
4Beem, loc. cit. 
5Pullen, op. cit., P• 185. 
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this system is used, Burge and Stinson as well as Pullen suggest 
that no more than three such conferences be scheduled in one day. 
Setting 
As far as the appropriate setting for a conference is concerned, 
there is general agreement that the school is the best place. Burge and 
Stinson3 state that the school is better than the home, as there are 
fewer factors to distract from the primary purpose of getting more in-
4 
formation. It should also be pointed out, however, that, Hufstedler 
states, "that all conferences cannot and should not be in the school. She 
states that planning on the part of the administration can make it possi-
ble for teachers to visit in the home at the mothers convenierure. This 
5 
view is also subscribed to by Conely in writing on the subject in the 
6 
National Elementary Principal. Sister Mary Gabriline states "The fur-
nishing of a classroom only accentuates position of professional importance 
and may create unnecessary feelings of inferiority on the part of parents. 
With the feelings of the parents in mind most authorities stress that for 
individual conferences the setting should be one with assured privacy and 
one with furniture designed for adults so as to provide a relaxed comforta-
ble atmosphere. If a parent must wait for a time to see a teacher, 
lLofton V. Burge, and Bess Stinson, "Techniques and Values of Parent 
Conferences,u Peabody Journal of Education, 24:337, May, 1947. 
2Pullen, loc. cit. 
3Burge and Stinson, op. cit., p. 337. 
4Hufstedler, op. cit., p. 432. 
5conely, op. cit., p. 279. 
6sister Mary Gabriline, ·~echniques In Interviewing Parents,n Catholic 
School Journal, 55:113, April, . l955. 
1 
Weckler suggests a comfortable place, adult furniture and reading 
material and refreshments, with the arrangements for these taken care of 
by school children. She further states that conferences should be held, 
if possible, in the child's classroom. 
Roles 
In order to have a successful FTC system, it is necessary, if not 
imperative, that each participant in the system nrust know his role and 
do his utmost to perform it to insure the success of the system. 
In setting up a system, or in interpreting an active one, the prin-
2 
cipal of the school has the most responsibility. Reszke in her writing 
on the Role of the Prineipal, in the North Avondale School says, the 
principal has the following responsibilities: 
"1. Interprets school policy to parents. 
2. Provides teachers with information concerning a child's family 
background and problems, etc. 
3. Participates in conferences with parent and teachers. 
4. Helps the teacher to understand the standards of living and 
cultures of the people in the school c·ommunity. 
5. Relieves the teacher when necessary, of responsibility for the 
supervision on the playground, luncheon, etc. so that she may 
have time for holding conferences in the limited time available. 
6. Discusses plans with the teacher before the conference. 
7. Arranges for the assistance of special services available through 
the school or through agencies outside the school. 
8. Expresses confidence in the teacher. 
9. Confers with parents either in advance or following the t~acher's 
conference. 
10. Encourages parent to meet with teachers regardless of whether or 
not a problem exists. 
11. Develops in parents a wholesome attitude toward the conference 
system. 
12. l1akes every effort to establish a genuine spirit of cooperation, 
interest and friendliness between school and home.n 
lweckler, op. cit., p. 124. 
2Reszke, op. cit., p • . 45. 
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l 
Elliot tells us that the principal and the guidance personnel 
should lead the way in defining the purpose of the conferences and lay 
the proper groundwork for the staff and parents, long before the .first 
2 3 
conference period. This may be done say Weller and Epsom, through 
faculty meetings, panels of experienced teachers, discussions of children 
with problems, role playing and tape recordings.. "Principals help new 
teachers by having teachers write written reports on children known to 
4 
him and then evaluates them with the teacher, tt says Capehart. This 
evaluation·should be done for slow, average and gifted dhildren." 
5 
Brodie tells us tha~ "Conscientious administrators will necessarily be-
. come intimately involved with the professional development of their staff 
menibers in the matter of int~rpreting psychometric data to parents.n 
6 
Weller writes that: "One of the major roles of the school principal is 
to strengthen the cormnunication between the school staff and the parents.tt 
He further states that: 1thelping the teacher with the individual parent 
through the individual conference is the most important of the many 
lElliot, op. cit., p. 227. 
2i8mse Weller, ttHelping Teachers Work With Individual Parents,n 
Ibid, p. 206. 
. . . . 3w.~·:'R.l. Epsom, "How To Help Teac;J;iers ~old Parent Teacher Conferences, n 
California Journal of Elementary. Education, 24:97, November, 1955. 
4Bertis E. Capehart, .ttReports to Parents," The Nation's Schools, 
50:47, Deceniber, 1952 .. 
5Brodie, op. cit., p. 78. 
bweller, op. cit., p. 204. 
activities the principal encourages. It is the foundation plank for 
good human relations, constructive school support and evaluation.n 
If the encouragement of individual conferences is one of the tasks 
36 
of the principal, then, certainly, the utilization of facilities, at ten-
tance at faculty meetings devoted to them, and continual evaluation of 
ones own lmowledge and skill in this area, is one of the major goals of 
the teacher. It is the task of each teacher in a system, using this 
type of reporting techniques, to study about this type of :r:eporting and 
to attempt to learn its most effective methods. As well as being versed 
in the counselling and interviewing methods, the teacher must, as Lay-
1 
cock notes: 0 be aware of the kinds and data regarding the child which 
will further intelligent joint planning for the students best develop-
ment.. It should also be pointed out that teachers should not attempt to 
. 2 
give advice about home problems. Vandiver writes that: ttit is advisa-
ble for the teacher not to give specific advice in such matters, but 
instead, to use. the nondirective approach in getting the parent to think 
through the problem for two reasons: teachers probably are not any better 
prepared to answer this question than many parents, and offering a pres-
cription without knowing all the facts in the situation is questionable." 
Actually the teacher has a dual role in the preparation for this type 
of reporting. He must ·not only prepare liimseli to conduct successful 
conferences but at the same time assume his obligati.onsas a staff member 
1Laycock, op. cit., p. 10. 
2vandiver, op. cit., p. 2QQ. 
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and assist the staff and principal in working out the criteria for good 
1 
reporting practices. As Heffernan and Marshall report: ttAlthough many 
districts reported that assistance is given teachers in methods of hold-
ing conferences with parents, the need for a continuous program of in-
service education is apparent if teachers who are new to the profession, 
or who are inexperienced in the conference method, are to fulfill the 
important function with confidence, skill and satisfaction.1' 
At the same time, it is important to remember as we are reminded by 
2 
Whigham: •'When school staffs evaluate pupils and their progress in school, 
there should be, in each educational area, definite criteria for evalua-
tion. Reporting systems, i.f they are to be useful, must specify these 
criteria clearly.n In interpreting the school and the students place in it, 
the teacher must be very specific when discussing his students with the 
parents. 
The parents, at the same time, have the role of attempting, in as 
.far as is possible, to be as objective in the discussion as possible, and 
to give and receive all o.f the information which is pertinent in helping 
the educational progress o.f his child. The parent, as well as the staff, 
must also be evaluating the conference system and be willing to offer 
suggestions which might alter and improve the program. 
lHe.f.fernan and Marshall, loc. cit. 
2wbigbam, op. cit., p. 22. 
1 2 
Dodds c:bn Edwards suggests this .might be one project of a PT group. 
3 . 
As Conely suggests: tti:f the reporting practice is to be kept a satis-
38 
fying, growing, dynamic thing, there must be maintained a continuous re-
vision committee to study changing trends and reconnnend changes for adop-
tion.n Revisions can be made if there is true cooperation, which ma.st, in 
the opinion of Weller,
4 
be based on mutual trust, respect and confidence. 
5 The success of Parent Teacher Conference rests, in Reszke's 
opinion, without a doubt, upon the sincere belief in the worth of the 
parent conference, the willingness to give infinitely of time and energy, 
and the cooperative spirit of all participants in developing a plan to 
meet the needs of the school and community. 
lDodds, loc. cit • 
2Edwards, loc. cit. 
3conely, op. cit., p. 282 
l,weller, op. cit., p. 207. 
5Reszke, op. cit., p. 46. 
CHAPI'ER III 
PROCEDURE 
History 
Tb.is study came about as a r es ult of conf erences in seminar and the 
dec i s ion to V'rork on a project which vmuld not only be valuable to the 
·ITiter personally, but which vmul d also be of val ue to the s chool system 
in ~,rhich the viTiter ~vas employed . The 1~rriter spoke 11vith many parents , 
the school pri ncipal, fellm-.r teachers and t he superintendent of schools 
before finally decided on a survey of teacber and parent attitudes relative 
to our parent t eacher conference system. Once the decision had been made , 
the next step v-ras to constr11ct an i nstnunent ol~ i nstr uments Hhich could 
solicit for us the all.swers to the questi ons l.'le 111-anted ans11ered. 
I n order to ans;,·mr the questions v!e felt 11e 1.-vanted ans1vered , it vias 
i mmediate1y pl ain that t he questi onnaire, would of necess i ty, be fairly 
l ent,t hy. This fact caused us to decide to use a yes or no ansv-rer tec0""''1ique 
for as many questions as possible and to have a sect i on >".fher e the l~espon­
dent could ans1'rer questions with a great er degree of lat itude as to the 
value of conferences . After a listing of possible questions v.ras made , the 
entire list was submitted to the Superint endent of Schools for his consid-
eration and suggestions for deletion and addition of items . I t soon became 
apparent that it uas go i ne; to be necessary to have an i nst r u!nent for parent 
responses and another one for staff responses . The tV>ro woul d have ro.any 
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many s i rnila:c and, in some cases, the same ~ quest ions 1"1hich v-rould have to 
be ans, .. rered from a different point of viev-r . 
Once the t wo instruments vJere ready for a final revim-J, they 1·.rere 
presented to the seminar at Boston University as a check on clar i ty and 
length of time necessary to fill out the f orms . After discussion, comments 
and suggest ions from the seminar members~ the questions were finally placed 
in final form and printed to be sent home to the parents of our children. 
The date in this study were collected at the time of the third repm~t 
card, April, 1958. I t was felt that as the parents a..r1d students vwuld 
probably be very "school conscious" at this time, it 1.-vonld be to our a dvan-
tase to send home the instrument at this time. The questionnaires were 
tal-::en home by the 1390 children of our system, enclosed 1.-vith their report 
cards. Hith each quest ionnaire 1vas an envelope and a cover let ter. The 
direct ions were to fill out the questionnaire, seal it in the provided 
envelope, and r ettcrn it t o the school the follmring 1·..reek. A period of 
three iveeks vvas allmved for returns to come in before tabulation vva.s begun . 
A total of 880 rlere returned in that period, a 63.06 per cent return . The 
r eturns 1·1ere coded by grade and room for pttrposes of tabulation. Althoueh 
the grade and room 1vere knmm~ the identity of individual contributors and 
those making comments on the question.nair e i-vas kept anonymous. 
m At the time of sending out the parent questionnaires, a total of 52 
teacher questionnaires 1-vere also circulated to all classroon1 teachers 1'rho 
hold regul ar scheduled parent- teacher conferences. The WaLlens Hill School 
does not make use of the regular parent-teacher conference system, there-
fore , statistics f or t:his school are not available. Of the 52 teachers 
··receiving questionnaires ~ 48 returned them for tabulation ·1.-vhich repres ent s 
a return of 92.31 per cent . 
The follmdng is a copy of the cover letter and questionnaire which 
~vas sent to the parents a s vmll as the cover letter and quest ionnaire 
which was distributed to the teachers. 
TOWN OF WI NCHESTER, SCHOOL DEPARTNENT 
SUPERI NTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
ttJilifSTED, C OlifNECTICUT 
April 25, 1958 
Dear Parents: 
We are making a study of our parent-teacher 
conference system. As a result of this study, we 
hope to be able to improve the conference system. 
We would like to know how you honestly feel 
about the present conference system, and what :rou 
think we can do to improve them. To check your 
feelings a check list of questions has been made up 
and is being sent home by each child in the school 
system. We ask that you fill out each form you re-
ceive, even if you receive more than one, as we want 
to check each grade level as well as the total school 
return. Please fill these out honestly. Your indi-
vidual responses will be held in confidence. 
Please send these forms back by Tuesday, sealed, 
in the envelope in which it was sent to you. 
Sincerely, 
BERNARD C. DULLEA 
Superintendent of Schools 
BCD: jbw 
Encls. 
PARENT-TEACHER C01WERENCE CHECK LIST 
Please check in the proper column: 
1. Have you attended a parent-teacher conference? 
2. Did you attend the last one? 
3. Do you usually plan to attend all scheduled conferences? 
4. If your child is in more than one school, do you have 
difficulty in working out a conference schedule? 
5. Do you get to conferences at both schools? 
6. Do you feel that we hold enough conferences? 
7. Do you feel there is enough time allowed at conferences 
to discuss your child 1 s program? . 
8, Do you feel the te a chers are well prepared for them? 
9. Are you given an opportunity to ask questions of the 
teachers? 
10. If so, do you g enerally receive the information wanted 
from them? 
· 11. Is a follow-up conference scheduled to check on decisions 
made and improvement? 
12. Do you generally have telephone conferences rather than 
go to the school? 
13. Did you initiate the conference on the phone? 
14. If it has been necessary to cancel a conference, do you 
try to schedule another? 
15. Has the teacher tried to schedule another? 
16. Has a new date generally been set? 
17, Would you be in favor of an all day conference period 
in place of the half day session we have now? 
18. Would you be in favor of conferences on different days 
in different schools? 
19. Would you be in favor of substituting another con-
ference day in place of the meetings held before P.T.A.? 
20. Do you feel a good conference system might be of more 
value than our present report card system? 
21. Are you in favor of keeping the parent conference 
system? 
L:J 
YES NO 
--
..... 
PARENT-TEACHER CONF'ERENCE CHECK LIST (Continued) 
22. Would you be in favor of rece1v1ng your child 1 s report 
card at a conference rather than having it brought 
home? 
PAGE TWO 
YES NO 
For the Following Questions, Please Indicate As Closely As Possible 
By checking the Closest Degree - Great, Some, Little, None. 
23. Of how much value would a sheet listing 
the areas to be discussed be to you~ 
GREAT SOME LITTLE NONE 
24. How much value would a conference between 
report cards, rather than at report card 
time, be to you? 
25. Of how much value would a conference 
after the third report card be? 
26. Of how much value would it be to have 
your child at the conference? 
27. Of how much value would a conference 
every 6 weeks be? 
28. Of how much value are telephone con-
ferences as compared to conferences 
at school? 
29. Of how much value are the meetings held 
before the P.T.A. to you? 
30. How much value is there in the mee tings , 
held before P.T.A. as compared with those 
held at school on conference day? 
31. In general of how much value do you find 
the conferences are in understanding 
your child 1 s school program? 
PLEASE write any comments or suggestions as you may have in 
the remaining space or on the back of this sheet. 
TOWN OF WINCHESTER, SCHOOL DEPARTHENT 
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS 
WINSTED, CONNECTICUT 
April 28, 1958 
To All Teachers: 
We are making a study of our parent-teacher con-
ference system. As a result of this study, we hope to 
be able to improve the conference system. 
We would like to know how you honestly feel about 
the present conference system, and what you think we 
can do to improve them. To check your feelings, a check 
list has been made up and is being sent to each teacher. 
Please fill the form out honestly. 
We would like the forms back by Tuesday, sealed, in 
the envelope in which they were received. They will be 
picked up by one of the teachers in the system. 
Sincerely, 
BERNARD C. DULLEA 
Superintendent of Schools 
BCD: jbw 
Encls • 
• ·< 
~- 5 
PARENT-TEACH R COIWERENCE CHECK LIST 
Please check in the prol er column. 
1. Have you seen the sugge ~ ted guide for Parent-Teacher 
Conferences? 
2. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Do you use this guide? 
Would a more complete guide be of more help to you? 
Is there enough time all otted for each conference to 
fully discuss the child! s school program? 
If parents ask question do you generally have the 
information asked for? If "no", please give examples 
of information asked fo , but which you do not have 
available. 
Are telephone conferences usually initiated by you? 
If a scheduled appointmep t is cancelled, do you 
usually attempt to schedl le another appointment? 
Are you usually successfh l in trying to reschedule 
them? 
Would you be in favor of an all day conference period 
if it were counted as a school day? 
Would you be in favor of l an all day conference period 
if it were not counted a1 a school day? 
Would you be in favor of l substituting the meetings 
before P.T.A. for another conference day? 
Do you feel the meetings before P.T.A. are of as 
much value as the confer ·nces on conference day? 
Do you feel the conferen e system could effectively 
replace the present repo ting system? 
L;.6 
YES NO 
For the Following Questions, Elease Indicate As Closely As Possible 
By Checking The Closest Degre§ - Great, Some,Little, None. 
14. How much value do you fe J l a third GREAT ~L' SO:tvlE:::<.: LITTLE NONE 
cDnference after the thi~d marking 
period would be? 
15. How much value do you fe 11 there would 
be in holding a conference between re-
port cards rather than directly after 
as we do now? 
PARENT-'rEACHER CONFERENCE CHECI~ LIST (Continued) Lt-7 PAGE TWO 
GREAT SOME LITTLE NONE 
16. Of how much value would a conference 
every 6 weeks be? 
17. How much value do you feel there would 
be in a full hour conference period? 
18. How much value would there be in having 
the student available, but not there 
unless called in? 
19. How much value would there be in having 
the student at the conference? 
20. How much do the parents avail themselves 
of the opportunity to ask questions at 
a conference? 
21. How much time in general is spent in 
follow-up conferences to check on de-
cisions made and improvement? 
22. How often do you a t tempt to have tele-
phone conferences rather then having 
the parents come in? 
23. How much value do you feel telephone 
conferences have as compared with having 
the parents there? 
24. Of how much value do you feel the con-
ferences are in helping you understand the 
student? 
25. How much value do you feel there is in 
me eting the parents before P.T.A.? 
26. How much value would a workshop be to 
you? 
27. How much value would a s eries of faculty 
meetings devoted to conferences be? 
28. Of how much value would a P.T.A. meeting 
devoted to them be? 
29. How much use do you make of the cumula-
tive folder in preparing for a conference? 
30. How many c onferenc e s have you had this 
year? 
31. In how many cases have you seen both 
of the parents, either together or at 
separate conferenc es? 
PARENT-TEACHER CONFERENCE CHECK LIST (Continued) 
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PAGE THREE 
GREAT SOME LITTLE NONE 
32. How many students do you have whose 
parents you have not seen at all in 
conference? 
33. How many students do you have who have 
had one parent come in? 
34. How many parents have you seen at P.T.A.? 
35e How many students do you have whose 
parents you have not seen at either 
P.T.A. or at conferences? 
36. Would you be in favor of having the 
parents receive the report cards at 
conference rather than giving them to 
the children? 
PLEASE write any comments or suggestions you have on the 
back of or at the end of this sheet: 
C Rll.PrE..B. IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Upon receipt of the questionnaire the tabulation of responses v-ras 
started. All questionnaires v.rere tabulated and percentaees taken on the 
880 returns . On dichotomized questions, percentages >vere also taken for 
the nuNber of persons not responding to the question a t all. A compari son 
of parent and teacher responses was made 1vhen both parties responded to 
the same question . On the final page of the teacher ' s survey sheet the 
retm·ns \vere, of necessity, generalized as the questions \<Tere anS11'[ered i n 
a vari ety of ways . In addi tion to the tabulation of ans1..-ers to the direct 
questions a listins of spontaneous responses 1vas also compiled . This 
listli1g is found in AppendlX A. 
I n conferences ~·rith the school adrl1inistration it was decided that 
all tabulations of responses should be treated i ndi vidually by s chool and 
grade and then totaled un.der the proper headings of ki ndergarten, primary 
level, intermediate grades , a.n.d jtmior high school, before being totaled 
to get 1trhole system responses and percentages. In the tabulation the 
primary group includes grades one through three, the intermediate group 
includes grades fotu• through six, and the jm1ior hi gh is IDBde ap of grades 
seven a.n.d eight. Follm·rin~ is the t abitl at ion i n chart form v.rith comments 
follmring each table or set of tables . 
The first five quest ions were centered on the attendance, planned 
and actual, at the conferences . The responses to the first question 
-h9-
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Table l. Parents Reaction 'T'_ o ,· "F! t-'- d ave yoP_ a uen ed a Parent Teacher 
Conference?" 
School trot al Yes % No % No Reply % 
jl) (2) (3) (L,_ ) (5) (6) (7 ) ( 8 ) 
Greemroods 
Ki ndergarten 23 18 78 .26 5 21.73 1 4. 16 
Hi nsdal e 
Kindergarten 38 24 63 .15 l4 36.81+ l 2. 56 
Total 
Kinder 6arten 61 42 68 .91 19 31. 09 2 3 .16 
Greemmods 
Primary ••• •• • l40 99 70 . 71 41 29 .29 6 4.10 
Hinsdal e 
Primar .. .. • . 169 128 75 .73 L~l 24.27 5 2. 87 
Total 
Primary •••••• 309 227 73 .[;,_6 82 26 . 54 11 3.43 
I nt er mediat e 331 250 75.55 81 24.45 6 1. 78 
Junior High 154 113 73 .37 4.1 26.63 6 3 . 75 
Total. ••• • 855 632 73 .91 223 26.09 25 2 . eL~ 
(table 1) indicates very clearly t hat there is a fair percentage of 
att endance . I t must be pointed out that these anm..rers are not for one 
calendar year but may cover as many years as the parents lJl.aJr have had 
children in school. With this in mind the 26. 09 per cent of people Trrho 
have not attended a parent teacher conference seems a very l arge f i Q.ITe . 
The fact that parents do not attend re..::,ularly, or i n as l ar ge a nwnber as 
mi,;ht be expected i s shown i n Tabl e 2, where 69.72 per cent of the parents 
i ndicated they di d not at tend the l ast conference . This conference vras 
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Table 2 . Parent Reacti on to: "Did you Attend the lc>..st one?" 
School Tot a 1 Yes CJf l'Jo C'l No Reply 
"" 
/~ j CJ 
(1) (2) / u (3) ( h ) ( 5) (6 ) (7) ( 8 ) 
Greemvoods 
Kindergarten 23 7 30 . 43 16 69 . 57 1 4.16 
Hinsdale 
Ki nder sarten 36 13 36.11 23 63 . 89 3 7.68 
Total 
Ki ndergarten 59 20 33 . 89 39 66 . 11 4 6 .34 
Gr eemvoods 
Prim.ar y • •• •• 13 5 41 30 .35 94 69 .60 ll 7 . 50 
P..insdal e 
PrL'TI.ary ••••• 163 53 32 . 52 110 67 .48 11 6 .32 
Total 
PrL'TI.ary ••••• 298 94 31.54 204 68 . L,5 22 6 . 87 
I ntermediate322 104 32.29 218 67.70 15 4 .4.5 
J 1.1ni or Hi gh 153 JL:- 22 . 22 119 77.77 7 4 .37 
Total. • •• 832 252 30.28 580 69 . 72 48 5. 45 
the one follovring the second report card and one which might be considered 
a crit ical one i n regard to academic probl ems and possible yearl y promo-
tion . An attendance of 30 . 28 per cent does not speak at all 1·vell f or the 
effectiYeness of the co:n.ference system. I n viei'r of the Sl"P.all amou..nt i n-
dicat i ng attendance at the b.st conference it should be noted , hoNever, 
as table 3 sho1-rs , that t':JO thirds of the parents answered the question 
stating that they usually plan to attend all scheduled conferences. 
Thi s, of course , points up the fact that one third of the parents do not 
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Table 3. Parent Reaction to: ttDo You Usually Plan to Attend all 
Scheduled Conferences?" 
School Total 
(2) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 21 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 34 
Total 
Kindergarten 55 
Greenwoods 
Primary •••••• l24 
Hinsdale 
Primary •••••• l68 
Total 
Primary •••••• 292 
Intermediate 319 
Junior High 142 
Total. •••• 808 
Yes 
( '3) 
19 
30 
49 
74 
122 
196 
209 
86 
540 
C!! ;o 
(4) 
90.47 
88.23 
88.09 
No 
2 
4 
6 
59.67 50 
72.61 46 
67.12 96 
65.51 110 
60.56 56 
.. 66.$3 268 
plan to attend all conferences. 
% 
(6) 
9.52 
11.76 
10.90 
40.32 
27.38 
32.87 
34-48 
39-43 
33.16 
No Repl,y 
3 
5 
22 
6 
28 
18 
18 
72 
% 
(8) 
12.50 
12.82 
12.69 
15.06 
3.44 
8.75 
5.3h 
11.25 
8.18 
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In an effort to find reasons as to the low number of parents attend-
ing regularly question number 4 was raised. In responding to this ques-
tion 43.75 per cent of the parents indicated that they experienced schedUling 
difficulty due to having children in more than one school. With 56.25 per 
cent indicating no difficulty (table 4) due to conflicts in two school 
scheduling it is of interest to see that 53.25 per cent of them indicate 
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Table 4 . Parent Reaction to : 'If' your chil d i s 
do ;rou have di fficul ty i n wor dnoa out. ai ncmo_lo1.I:eertenhacne one school , schedul e ?" 
Schoo l Total Yes c! Eo c! /0 '0 No Renl-rr 
( l ) (2 ) (3 ) (4) (5 ) (6 ) (7) 
Gr eenwoods 
Kinder~arten 10 1+ L:.O . 00 6 60.00 14 
Hinsdal e 
Kindergarten 10 5 50 . 00 5 50 . 00 29 
Total 
Ki nder gart en 20 9 L>5 . 00 l l 55 . 00 43 
Green.vroods 
0 . 
..1. r lJilar:y • ••• • • 77 26 33 . 76 51 66 . 23 69 
Hinsdale 
Primary ••.. . . 98 54 55 . 10 ll-4 4~ .• 89 76 
Total 
Pri mary ••• • •• l 75 80 '->5 .71 95 5~ .• 28 145 
Intermedi ate 238 100 42 . 01 138 57 . 98 99 
Ju.nior Hi gh 95 42 4L: .• 2l 53 55 . 78 65 
Total • •• • • 528 231 L~3. 75 297 56 . 25 352 
that they do not get t o conferences i n both s chools (tabl e 5). 
/J 
(8) 
58 . 33 
74 .3 5 
68.25 
47 . 26 
43 . 67 
45 .31 
29.3 7 
40 . 62 
40 . 00 
This may 
h9 partiall y explained by t he i r p l anni ng not t o attend rather tha::l as a 
direct outgro-vrth of schednl i.l1.g difficulties . 
Problems of s chedul ing are obvi ous l y a di ff i cult situat ion 1-Ji.th 
chi ldren from the same district att endi ng different schools . This diffi -
c l ty see:ms t o cause c:. s i zeabl e nurn....ber of cancell at i ons . vlith this i n 
mind q1.:ces i ons 11~ , 15 a!1d 16 -vrer e asked of the pare.L.ts vrhil e teachers '·re:-e 
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Table 5 . Parent React ion to : "Do you get to Conferences at both schools ?11 
School Total 
~l) ~2) 
Greem·roods 
Kinder .zart,en 8 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 10 
Total 
Ki ndergarten 18 
Greemvoods 
Prir,mr y • ••••• 69 
I-!insdale 
Pri.~ry • • • ••• 107 
Total 
PrLmo.ry •••• • • l76 
I ntermediate 192 
J u..nior Hi gh 
Total. •••• 477 
Yes 
_(3_2 
3 
4 
7 
22 
52 
105 
37 
223 
37. 50 
40.00 
58 . 88 
31. 88 
42.04 
54.68 
46 . 75 
No No Rep~;.r 
( 5 ) ( 6 ) (7) 
5 62 . 56 16 
6 60.00 
11 61.11 
47 68 .11 77 
55 67 
102 57.95 144 
87 45 .31 11,5 
54 59 .34 69 
2 5h 53.25 403 
checked on questions 7 and 8 as to cancellations . From chart 6 it is 
66 . 66 
74 .3 5 
71.42 
52 . 73 
38 . 50 
45 .00 
43 . 12 
readily evident that L~O . OO per cent of the parents rnade no ef fort to re-
s c hedu.le a confer ence if it has been ca..'1c_elled. A like number of pe>.rents 
report, as shm·m. by table 7, that the s ame percentage of t li)achers made no 
effort to reschedule . Of the 60 . 00 per cent of parents and teachers who 
do not attempt to reschedule con~erences , table 8 indicates that 58 . 67 
per cent are successful. Table 9 and 10 tells us that the t eachers report 
to a like question 1-ras th..at 57. 78 per cent attempt to resched'J.le "'rhile no 
Tabl e 6. Parent Reaction t o: If i t has been neces sary to cancel a 
Conference, do you try to sched 1le another? 
15 ll 73.33 4 26. 66 a 
Hi nsdal e 
Kinder cart en 19 l2 63.15 7 36.84 20 
Total 
Ki n ergarten 3L:. 23 67 . 64 11 32.3 5 2, 
Greemroods 
Primary •••••• 89 53 59 . 55 36 40 .Lt.L:. 57 
Hi.sdal e 
Primary ••• ••• 112 73 65 .17 39 34.82 62 
Total 
Primary •••••• 201 126 62.66 75 37.31 119 
I ntermediate 225 134 59 . 55 91 h0 . /+4 112 
J unior Hi uh 100 53 53.00 L:-7 47. 00 60 
Total 560 336 60 .00 221+ 4.0 .00 320 
37 . 50 
51.28 
46 . 03 
39.04 
35 . 63 
37.18 
33 .23 
37 . 50 
36.36 
atter._pt is made by 42 . M~ per cent of the s t aff . The proportion of succes s 
is approximate l y the sa~e as t hat reported by the parents -.Qth 52.4 per 
c~mt S"!lccessful and 47.05 per cent _nsuccessfu.l at t empt s . 
Knm-ri.n,s that havi ng children i n t1.;ro school s often caused sched 1ling 
di fficul t i es , tvro questi ons esigned to meas'l.tre parent reaction t o possible 
s olut ions of this probl em 1vere included . One s olution v-ras to cha .. ge the 
hal f day sched1: l e to a full da3r so as t o ::.llmv s cheduling at one school i n 
the morning and at the other school i n the afternoon. The parents indicated 
Ta~Jle 7. Parent Reaction to: Has t he Teacher t r i ed to sched1.~le another? 
School Total 
( l) (2) 
Greemvoods 
Ki.nder gart en l-'2 
Hinsd2..le 
Ki nder ;;;arten 
Total 
Ki ndergart en 31 
Greenwoods 
Pri mar -. • • • • • E:l 
Hinsdal e 
Total 
Prirr.ary • ••••• 190 
I nter medi ate 199 
J1.mior High 87 
Total 507 
Yes 
10 
11 
21 
)3 
66 
119 
1?0 
h7 
307 
No 
(4 ) ( 5) 
C-3.33 2 
57. '9 
10 
28 
60.55 L_J 
62.63 71 
60 . 30 79 
54 .02 40 
60 . 55 ' 200 
No Repl y 
(6) (7) (8) 
16. 66 l2 50.00 
h2.10 20 )1.28 
32.25 32 50. 79 
65 LJ-4 . 52 
39 .4h 65 37.35 
37.36 130 ~0 . 62 
39 . 69 138 
45.97 73 45 . 62 
39 . L:.h 373 
that 43.43 per cent of t hem Nou l d be in favor of an all day session vJith 
53 . 56 per cent bein opposed t o such a plan . The fioures and the bre3.k-
ciovm are shovm on table ll. As a checl< on teacher opinion in relation to 
this question the teacher s v.rere asked the identi cal question . The replies 
are tabulated o'1 tables l2 and 13. 
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Table 8 . Parent React ion to: Has a ne1,-.r dat e ,;enerally been set? 
Greemmods 
Kinder~arten 13 ll 8Lr- . 62 2 15.38 ll 45 . 8J 
Hi !1sd.ale 
Kinder gart en 17 8 47 .05 9 52. 9L:- 22 56 . L~.l 
Total 
Kinder garten 30 19 63 .33 11 36. 66 33 52 .3t 
GreeJT..roods 
Primar y •••••• 79 48 60.75 31 39 . 24 67 45 . 89 
Hi nsdal e 
Pri.rnary • •• • •• 107 6L, 59 . 81 L:-3 Lr-0 .16 67 38 .50 
Total 
Prirr~.ry • . • •• . 186 112 60 .21 74- 39.78 134 1:.1 . 87 
Intermedi ate 180 106 58 . 88 74 41.11 157 46 . 58 
Junior Hizh S8 1.;.7 53 . 40 41 L,6 . 59 72 Lf-5 . 00 
Total ~.84. 284 58 . 67 200 41.32 396 Le5.00 
Table 0 / . Teacher Reaction t o: I f a schedul ed appoi ntment is cancelled, 
do yo'..l usually attempt to schedule another appointment ? 
School Total Yes c1 No a1 / 0 (0 
( l) (2) (3) (11. ) ( 5) (6) 
Gr eenwoods 11 2 18 . 18 9 81.81 
Hinsdale 10 8 80.00 2 20.00 
Inter~.ediat e 17 ll 64 .70 6 35.29 
Junior High 7 r:; 71.42 2 28 . 57 / 
' 
Total 45 26 57.78 19 4.2 . 22 
Table 10. Teacher Reaction to: Are you usually successful in trying 
to reschedule them? 
School Total Yes a/ ;o l'Jo ct ;o 
( l) (2) (3) (L~) ( 5) _( 6)_ 
Greeilvmods 8 7 87. 50 1 12 . 50 
Hinsdale 8 3 37.50 5 62. 50 
I ntermediate ]J~ 7 50 .00 7 50 .00 
J cmior High 4 1 25.00 3 75.00 
Total 34 18 52 . 90 16 L~7 .10 
Tabl e 11. Parerit Reaction to: lrJould you be in favor of an all day con-
ference period in place of the half day session vre have n oH? 
School Total Yes ;"o No % No Renly lo 
(l) ( 2) ( '3) (Jr.) ( s ) ( o ) ( 7) (8) 
Greem·roods 
KinderGart en 20 9 45 .00 ll 55.00 ~- 16. 66 
Hinsdale 
J<.:inder garten 30 19 63 .33 ll 36 . 66 9 23.07 
Total 
Kindergarten 50 28 56 .00 22 h4 . 00 13 20.63 
Greemvoods 
Primary ••••• • 115 L1.6 40 .00 69 60. 00 31 21.23 
Hins dale 
Primary • • •••• 136 '7~- 54 .42 62 45. 58 38 21. 83 
Total 
Pr:Lmary • ••••• 251 120 47 . 80 131 52.19 69 21.56 
I ntermediate 288 118 40.97 170 59.02 49 JJ, . 5h 
Junior High 126 66 52 .38 60 L1-7 . 61 34 21.25 
Total 715 332 46 . 4.3 383 53 ~56 165 18. 75 
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'!.'able 12. 
.School 
( 1) 
Greemmods 
Hinsdale 
Teacher Reaction to : 
c onference period if 
I Total (2) 
9 
ll 
Intermediate 17 
J unior High 7 
Total 4L. 
'fable 13. Teacher Reaction to : 
conference p@riod if 
! Total School 
~ lL {2} 
Greemwods 8 
Hinsdale ll 
Intermediate 17 
Jtmior Hi gh 7 
Total 43 
n~voulcl y·ou be i n favor of an all day 
it 1.vere cotmted as a school clay?" 
Yes % No a} ::> 
(3) u~. ) (5) (6) 
7 77 . 77 2 22 .23 
L~ 36.36 7 63 . 6Lr-
12 70. 58 5 2?. 42 
4 57 .. 15 3 42 .85 
27 61.36 17 38.64 
''"v.Jould 3TOU be in favor of an a ll day 
it vJere not cotmted as a school day?" 
Yes at No c1 t? ::> {:22 (42 {51 {62 
l 12.50 7 87. 50 
l 9.09 10 90.91 
L:. 23 .52 13 76 . 1~8 
0 oo.oo 7 100.00 
6 13.95 37 86.05 
To eet t-:-m vieus the question 1-.ras in relat i on to the day bei ng 
co1.1nted as a school day as opposed to i ts not being counted as a le.:zal 
day. If the day 1'>fere to be counted as a school day 61.36 per cent of 
the teachers vmuld be in favor of holdin,s f~1ll clay sess i ons . Ho1·rever , if 
the da:r vrere not to b::; cow.1tecl as a school day than 86.05 per cent of the 
teachers l'lere not in favor of the 1trhole da:r plan . These fit;Lres are fur-
ther broken dovm in tables l2 and 13. 
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Table JJ.. Parent React ion to : \vould ;you be in favor of c onfe_ ences on 
different days li1 di fferent schools? 
School Total Yes c1 No c1 No ReJJ:.y c1 ,o '0 ,., (l) (2) (3) (4) ~ 5 J ~ 6 ) ~7 (8) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergart en 1 / _o l2 75 . 00 L~ 2 5.00 8 33 . 33 
Hinsdale 
Kinder garten 27 23 85 .18 4 14 . 81 l2 30 . 76 
Total 
Ki!1der gart en 43 3 5 81.39 8 18.60 20 31.74 
Greemroods 
Priw~ry • •• ••• l02 67 65 .68 3 5 3L, .3l 44 30.13 
Hinsdale 
Priw~ry •••• •• 120 93 77 . 50 27 22.50 54 31.03 
Total 
Prili'.ary •••••• 222 160 72.07 62 27 . 92 98 30.62 
I nter mediate 257 182 70 . 81 75 29 . 18 30 23. 73 
Junior Hi:;h 113 86 76 .10 27 23 . 89 47 29 . 37 
Total 635 463 72.91 172 27 . 08 2!..5 27. 84 
Another possible solution to the tvm school scheduling problem is 
to hold conferences for different s chools on different days . To this 
proposal the parents gave a 72 . 91 per cent indication of approval vnt h 
but 27.08 voicint; disapproval. Of the parents Hh o responded to this ques -
ti0nnair~, 27. 84 per cent did not r eply to this qu_est ion . This i s possil)ly 
due to the fac t that they vrould not be i nvolved unl ess they had children 
at the priw~ry l evel as 1-relJ_ as at the intermediate and j unior hi gh l evel. 
Parents seem to Je m.uch i n favor of t his proposal as chart l4 indicates. 
Corrunent 1-'ras a l so made i n addition to the answering of t he question . These 
Tabl e 15. Parent Reacti on to : Do you feel that v.re hold enough c onf er-
enc es? 
Kindereart en 22 18 81.81 4 l8.lg 2 8 .33 
Hi nsdale 
Kinder.:;art en 33 28 84 . 84 5 15. 15 6 15 .38 
Total 
Kindergarten 55 ~.6 83.63 0 16.36 8 12. 69 / 
Greemvoods 
PriiTary • •• ••• l24 106 85 . 48 18 14. 51 22 15 . 06 
Hinsdale 
Priw2ry • • •• • • l46 118 80 . 82 28 19 .17 28 16 . 09 
Total 
Pr:iJ11ary •• •••• 270 224 85 . 17 46 17.03 50 15 . 62 
I nter mediate 263 226 85 . 93 37 11". 06 74 21.95 
Jvnior High 130 106 81 . 53 2L~ 18 . 46 30 18. 75 
Total 712 602 83 . $~. 116 16 . 15 162 
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corrnnents are listed in Appendix "A". No check 11as made of the tea chers i n 
this regard . 
Parent teacher reaction to the nvmber of conferences held and to the 
a T[I_ount of time availabl e under the present plan was checked next . I n r e-
sponse to the quest i on, ttDo you fee l >tle hol d enough conferer:ces , " 83.00 
per cent r eported they fe l t enough conferences 1t!ere held . It was i.nterest-
inz to note that the parents of kindergarten and j1mior hi gh l evel s tudents 
were , i n general, the group 1-rho indicated i n the largest nw.'lbers that t hey 
di d not feel enough conferences 1vere held. In both cases 18 . 00 pei' cent 
.I 
Table 16. Teacher Reaction to: Of hm,r much value >vould a conference 
every 6 -vreeks be ? 
.School Gr eat % Some % Little % None of {J Total 
{1~ (22 (3} (~r} £ 5) {6} Cz2 {8~ {9~ {10) Greemmods 1 11. 11 L~ 3 .36 3 27 . 27 1 11.11 9 
Hinsdale 0 1 10.00 8 80 . 00 1 10 . 00 10 
Intermediate 4 25.00 6 37 . 50 5 31.25 1 6 . 25 1 / _o 
Ju..n.ior High 1 11:-.28 2 28 . 57 3 42.85 1 11+.28 '7 I 
Total 6 11~ . 28 13 30.95 19 !+5 . 23 ~ 9.52 42 
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i ndicated they felt enough were not held ( chart 15) . I n conju..•1ction Nith 
the number it was asked in a l ater question of hm·i much value a confer-
ence cver>J six weeks be . In response L:.5. 25 per cent of the teachers 
thought it would be of "some or great" val ue l'rith 54.75 per cent indic at -
ing to be of little or no value . The parents expressed a quite difi'erent 
reaction vrith 75 . 00 per cent of the par ents indicating some or great 
value . These comparisons w.ay be noted i n tables 16 and 17 . One one out of 
every four parents felt a conference every six vmeks to be of little or no 
value. This i'Tas one of the sharpest di visions of opinion between the 
parents and the teachers brought out by this s 1.1.rvey. Again it is the 
ldnder earten and junior high school parents who see the most value in this 
type of change. 
In order to check Ln.terest in other conference periods the question 
of a conference after the third report card 1rras raised . The respons e of 
the parents and teachers as tabulated in tables 18 and 19 respectively . I n 
I 
Table 17. Parent Reaction to: Of hovr much value would a conference 
every 6 weeks be? 
School 
(1) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 
Great 
(2) 
7 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 9 
Total 
Kindergarten 16 
Greenwoods 
Primary 31 
Hinsdale 59 
Primary 90 
Intermediate 105 
Junior High 52 
Tnt.<l l 263 
% Some 
(3) (4) 
41.17 7 
29.03 15 
33.33 22 
27.43 51 
41.84 56 
35.43 107 
36.84 96 
39.09 
36.52 267 
% 
(5) 
41.17 
45.13 
39.71 
42 .. 12 
33.69 
31.57 
37.08 
Little % 
(6) (?) 
l 
6 19-35 
None % Total 
( 8) (9) (10) 
2 11.76 17 
1 3.22 31 
3 6.25 48 
19 16.81 12 10.61 113 
21 14.89 5 
40 15.74 17 
56 19.64 28 
3-54 141 
6.69 254 
9.82 285 
24 18.04 15 11.27 133 
127 17.63 63 8.75 720 
view of the parents earlier statement that enough conferences were held 
is interesting to see that 62.00% felt there would be great or some value 
in a conference at that time. In response to the same question only 
43 per cent of the te~chers indicated they felt there would be great or 
some value if held at that time. 
The response seemed to show that the parents are expressing a general 
satisfaction with the presant conference system but that when a new idea is 
suggested they seem interested LD trying it out. 
t 
Table 18. Parent Reaction to: Of how much value would a conference 
after the third report card be? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 2 11.76 47.05 3 17.64 4 23.52 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 10 35.71 10 35.71 6 21.42 2 7-14 
Total 
Kindergarten 12 26.66 18 40.00 9 20.00 6 13.33 
Greenwoods 
Primary 18 15.00 51 42.50 27 22.50 24 20.00 
Hinsdale 50 34.96 46 32.16 32 22.37 15 10.48 
Primary 68 25.85 97 36.88 59 22.43 39 14.82 
Intermediate 77 25.66 105 35.00 74 24.66 44 J.4.66 
Junior High 32 24.80 49 37.98 28 21.70 20 15.50 
Total 189 25.64 269 36.49 170 23.06 109 14.78 
Total 
(10) 
17 
28 
45 
120 
143 
263 
300 
129 
737 
Table 19. Teacher Reaction to: How much value do you feel a third con-
ference after the third marking period would be? 
School Great o1 Some Little % None % Total /0 
(l {22 (:~ 2 (li,) (2) (6) (7) (8) (9) (Jo) 
Greenwoods l 000 5 55.55 2 22.22 2 22.22 9 
Hinsdale 2 18.18 l 9.09 3 27.27 5 45.45 ll 
Intermediate 4 25.00 6 37.50 4 25.00 2 12.50 16 
Jw.ior High 1 14.28 4 57.14 l 14.28 l 14.28 7 
,_.,.Total 7 16.27 16 37.20 10 23.25 10 23.25 43 
Table 20. Parent R.eaction to : Do you feel there is enou2h time allovred 
at c oD~erences to discuss your child's prograr.1? 
G~een~·roods 
Kindergart en 21 
Hir1sdale 
_(indergarten 27 
Total 
Kindergarten 48 
Greemmods 
P1·irnary •••••• 108 
Hinsdale 
Prirr.ary • ••••• llJ.5 
Tot a_ 
P::.·imary • • • • • • 253 
Intermediate 263 
Jtmior High lL:.O 
Total 704 
19 
100 
134 
234 
241 
120 
640 
90 .1!.7 2 
96 .29 l 
93 . 75 3 
92 . 59 8 
92 .41 11 
92 .11-9 19 
91. 63 22 
E\5. 71 20 
90 .90 64 
9. 52 3 12.50 
3.70 l2 30.76 
6.25 15 23. SO 
7 . 4.0 38 26. 02 
29 16.66 
7. 51 67 20.93 
74 21. 95 
J)j..28 20 12.50 
9 . 10 176 20.00 
In response to question seven, as reported on table 20, the parents 
i ndi cated by a strong vote of 90. 00 per cent that the;y .felt that there 1·ras 
enough time alloued at conferences to discuss each chil d ' s program. The 
jtmior high parents indicated the most disagreement Hit h the t:Lm.e schedule 
uith 14 . 28 per c ent of them indicating the absenc e of sufficient time . 
This 1·ras a l most double the vote of the other sections of the school system. 
The teachers of t his &;rc:.de level agreed exactly 1•rith 111- .28 per cent feeling 
ther e uas not enou,sh time allovred . The teachers of the intermediate level 
i ndicated by a 17.64 per c ent vote that t hey felt more ti.rne 1-·muld be of value . 
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Tal:l l e 21. Teacher Reaction to : Is t here enough time a llotted for each 
conference to fully discuss t he child's sc hool program? 
School Total Yes ( ~) ~0 ~ ( J ) (2) (1) ( r.; ) (6) 
Greemvoods 8 8 100. 00 0 o.oo 
Hi nsdale 11 10 90.90 1 9. 09 
I ntermediate 17 14 82.35 3 17 . 6L} 
J lmi or Hi eh 7 6 85.71 1 ll,.28 
Total 43 38 88.37 5 11. 62 
Table 22. Teacher Reaction to : How much value do y ou feel there vrould 
be i n a full hour conference period? 
School Great Sol'!l_e crt Little c;f None (!{ Total j O 10 ,o 
r12 (2) (3 2 (~2 ( 2) (6) Cz2 (8} (2) 
Greem-roods 0 0 3 33 .33 6 66 .66 9 
Hinsdal e 0 0 7 63.63 4 36.36 11 
I nterBedi at e 0 2 11.76 5 29 . L: l 10 58 .82 17 
Jlmior High 0 2 28.57 3 L~ . 65 2 28. 57 7 
Total 0 1+ 9.0/ 18 40. 90 22 50 .00 44 
I n ceneral tl:e teachers seemed t o feel the need more sharply than t l'.e par-
ents . (chart 21) 'rhis maJ' be due to the presslrre of the next c onfere:::1cc 
<::.nd the l ack of time to IT.ci-::.e reports . Th:is is a c or.mnent man~r teac 1ers men-
t ioncd i::1 1t-lritten c orrumnts added to the questionnaire . 
Though the teachers i ndi cate a need f or more conferenc e time i n respo c:e 
to quest ion 17 onl;{ 9.09 j_)er ce:::1t of the t eachers fe l t some val u ·3 i n a full 
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Parent Reactio~ to: 
• 
Tc.ble 2] . Do ~rou feel th e teachers are well prepared f or them? 
School Total Yes % No c ~~0 Repl ;y % ;o 
(l) t2J ( 3) (L,.) ( 5) ( b ) ( 7) ( C) 
Greern-roods 
Ki ndergarten 21 20 95 .23 1 L.,. . 77 3 12 . 50 
Hins dale 
Ki nder,:;arten 30 30 100.00 0 0.00 0 23.07 / 
Total 
I:indergart en 51 50 98 .03 1 1.96 12 19 .04 
Gree~l.1rmods 
Pr-irr;.ar~r • ••• • • 0/ /0 92 95 .83 4 4.16 50 3~ .• 21.;. 
Hinsdale 
Pri..rna.r;y ••••• • 13 7 136 99 .27 l 0. 72 37 21.26 
Total 
Prirr:ar::r •• ••• • 233 228 97 . 85 5 2.15 87 27 .l[ 
IntE:rmediate 266 261 98 .12 5 1.87 '71 21. 06 
Jtmior High 135 131 97 .03 4 2.96 25 15.62 
Total 6f:55 670 /7 .81 1 !; -.; 2.19 195 8. 80 
hour conference period . 40.90 per cell.t fe l t the:--:-c -vroal d be little val ue 
an l 50.00 pe::.· cent sav.r :10 value at all. This information is ta ~ulated on 
t iib1e 22 . 
The next :;roup of ques t i ons cent ered around the preparati on of the 
teac1er and the use made of the parent conference as a means of e ivin.[; ar..d 
receivin[. addi tional inforiP..ation . One of the q 1est i ons in 1·1hich the:c~e vras 
IrillCh interest Has the quest i on 0:1 pm~ent opinion as to the preparation of 
the t eac hers for this kind of reporting . It was encoura.~ing to find that 
97 . tl per c ent of the parents felt that the teachers 1·rere -1rell prepared . T _e 
ereatest evidence of least preparat.ion seemed to e at the Greemmods School 
• 
Table 24. Ear-ent Reaction to: Are you e:Lven an opportunity to ask 
questions of the teachers? 
I Total School Yes of No % No Repl;l: % /0 
( J 1 (21 (i) (Ll) (51 (62 (7) (81 
. Greenwoods 
Ki:rj.der gart en 20 20 100.00 0 0.00 4 16.66 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 31 31 100.00 0 o.oo 20.51 
Total 
Kindergarten 51 51 100.00 0 o.oo l2 19.04 
Greenwoods 
Primary ••••••• 116 110 94.82 6 5.17 30 20.54 
Hinsdale 
Primary ••••••• l23 119 96.74 4 3.25 51 29.31 
Total 
Primary ••••••• 239 229 95.81 10 4.18 81 25.31 
Intermediate 299 294 94.98 15 5.01 38 11.27 
Junior High 135 129 95.55 6 4.44 25 15.62 
Total 724 693 95.71 31 4.28 ·156 17.72 
follovred by the junior high group. (see table 23) 
from tables 24 and 25 it is evident that parents have an adequate 
opportunity to question teachers during conferences and that when they 
do not use this opportunity they generally receive the information 
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wanted. Parents are given the opportunity to ask questions 95.7~ per cent 
of the time and on those occasions receive satisfactory answers 95.34 per 
cent of the time. This is an enviable record though it is slightly lovrer 
than the estimated amount of satisfactory answers the teachers assumed they 
-were giving. 
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e Table 25. Parent Reaction to: If so, do you generally receive the information wanted from them? 
r School Yes % No <;! No Repll % ~(;)l pJ (1} {2 2 (~2 { ~2 {62 cz2 (8l 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 20 18 90.00 2 10.00 4 16.66 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 32 31 96.87 1 3.12 7 17.94 
Total 
Kindergarten 52 49 94.23 3 5.76 11 17.46 
Greenwoods 
Primary ••••••• l12 106 94.64 6 5.35 34 23.28 
Hinsdale 
Primary ••••••• l39 137 98.56 2 1.43 35 20.lit 
Total 
Primary ••••••• 251 243 96.81 8 3.19 69 21.56 
Intermediate 295 280 94.91 15 5-.08 42 12.46 
Junior High 133 125 93.98 8 6.01 27 16.87 
Total 731 697 95.34 34 4.56 149 16.93 
Table 26. Teacher Reaction to: If parents ask questions do you generally 
have the information asked for? If ttno"., please give examples 
of information asked for, but which you do not have available. 
School Total Yes 
c!2 
No % 
(1) (2) (3) (5) (6) 
Greenwoods 10 9 90.00 1 1.00 
Hinsdale 12 12 100.00 0 o.oo 
Intermediate 15 14 93.33 1 6.66 
Junior High 7 7 100.00 0 o.oo 
Total 44 43 97-72 1 2.27 
Table 27. Teacher Re~ction to: How much do the parents avail themselves 
of the opportQnity to ask questions at a conferences? 
Greenwoods 4 40.00 5 50.00 1 10.00 0 00 10 
Hinsdale 3 25 .. 00 7 58.33 2 16.66 0 00 12 
Intermediate 3 17.64 8 47.05 6 85.71 0 17 
Junior High 3 42.85 3 42.85 1 14.28 0 0 7 
Total 13 28.26 23 50.00 10 21.73 0 0 46 
Table 26 indicates the answers to how often they felt they had the in-
formation asked for. The teachers made no listing of questions for which 
they did not have the information. The teachers also indicated, as shown 
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in chart 27, that they feel the parents do avail themselves of the oppor-
tunity to ask questions in a great or in some degree 78.26 per cent of the 
time. 
The teachers seem to be, in the parents opinion as well as their own, 
well prepared for the conferences. In line with this thought it can be 
seen that 40~per cent of the teachers make great use of the cumulative 
folder in making their preparation and that 48.88 per cent make some use of 
them while ll.ll per cent make little use of this folder at all. No 
teachers indicated preparation without the aid of the folder. 
Along ~nth the parents opinion on teacher preparation we see their 
reaction in terms of the scheduling of follow-up conferences as reported 
on tables 29 and 30. The parents indicated that follow-up conferences are 
scheduled 54.71 per cent of the time. The teachers did not respond to a 
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Table 28. Teacher Reaction to: How much use do you wake of the cumula-
tive folder in preparing for a conference? 
School Great % Some % Little % None Total 
~1~ r22 (2) (fl:2 (52 (62 (7) (S) (9) 
Greenwoods 4 44.44 5 55.55 0 0 9 
Hinsdale 3 25.00 8 66.66 1 8.33 0 l2 
Intermediate 5 29.41 8 47.05 4 23.52 0 17 
Junior High 6 85.71 1 14.28 0 0 7 
Total 18 40.00 22 48~88 5 11.11 0 45 
yes or no question but indicated that only one teacher used a great deal 
of time in follow-up conferences. Twenty six teachers indicated using 
some time while fourteen teachers said little~ while three teachers indi-
cated no time was spent in follow-up conferences. 
One of the favorite ttreasons" given for not attending conferences 
given by parents is that they have telephoned the teacher and therefore 
have nothing to discuss. To find out hovr prevalent this problem is in the 
system the question was asked: Do you generalfY have telephone conferences 
rather than go to the school? To this question the reply came back that in 
88.74 per cent of the cases flnott they do not. The least use of the 
telephone conference occurs at the primary level and the most use of this 
means of communication is made at the junior bigh level. The figures on 
this question appear in table 31 with the teachers response being tabulated 
on 32. No teacher indicated great use of the telephone conference~ while 
17.77 per cent indicated some use of the phone rather than have the parent 
come in. It seems pertinent to state that 40.00 per cent of the staff use 
, 
Table 29. Parent Reaction to: Is a follow-up conference scheduled to 
check on decisions made and improvement? 
School I Total Yes 
(1) 1 (2) (3) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 15 11 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 19 
Total K 
Kindergarten 34 
Greemroods 
Primary ••••••• 92 
Hinsdale 
7 
18 
46 
Primary ••••••• 120 70 
Total 
Primary .•••••• 212 116 
Intermediate 236 128 
Junior High 112 63 
Total 594 325 
% No 
(4) (5) 
73.33 4 
36.84 12 
52.94 16 
50.00 46 
58.33 50 
54.71 96 
54.23 108 
56.25 49 
54.71 269 
o1 ;o 
(6) 
26.66 
63.15 
47.05 
50.00 
41.66 
45.28 
45.76 
43.75 
45.28 
No Reply 
(7) 
9 
20 
29 
54 
54 
108 
101 
286 
o1 (0 
(8) 
37.50 
51.28 
46.03 
31.03 
33.75 
29.97 
30.00 
32.50 
%a.Q~~ 30. Teache~ Reaction to: How much time in general is spent in 
follow-up conferences to check on decisions made and improve-
ment? 
School Great o1 Some o1 Little % None % ~ota.l ;o /0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . (10) 
Greemvoods 0 4 44.44 4 44-h4 1 11.11 9 
Hinsdale 0 8 16.66 4 33.33 0 00.00 12 
Intermediate 0 10 62.50 5 31.25 1 6.25 16 
Junior High 1 14.28 4 57.14 1 14.28 1 14.28 7 
Total 1 2.27 26 59.09 14 31.81 3 6.82 44 
-1 - --- - -- -- --- - - -- - - -- -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - --- -- -- -
Table 31. Parent Reaction to: Do you generally have telephone confer-
ences rather than go to the school? 
School Total Yes % No % No RepJ::Y: % 
(12 {22 {22 (~:2 { ~2 {62 CZ2 (8) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 20 1 5.00 19 95.00 4 16.66 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 31 4 12.90 27 87.09 8 20.51 
Total 
Kindergarten 51 5 9.80 46 90.19 12 19.04 
Greenwoods 
Primary ••••••• ll8 9 7.62 109 92.37 28 23.72 
Hinsdale 
Primary ••••••• l55 16 10.32 139 89.67 19 13.01 
Total 
Primary ••••••• 273 25 9.15 248 90.84 47 14.68 
Intermediate 302 31 10.26 271 89.73 35 10.38 
~unior High 138 25 18.11 113 81.88 22 13.75 
.. 
Total 764 86 11.25 678 88.74 116 13.18 
this means not at all. 
The question of initiation of telephone contact often arises and as 
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tables 33 and 34 shm..; parents say that they are the initiator in 11.26 per 
cent of the cases while teachers lay claim to taking the first step in 
36.36 per cent of the time. 
The relative value of telephone conferences as compared with school 
conferences >'fas felt to be worthy of comment, so a question was inserted 
to garner these feelings. See charts 35 and 36. On this question the 
,parents stated t:b.at only 10.43 per cent felt there was great value, while 
• 
Tabl e 32 . Teacher Reaction to : H01·r oft en do y ou attempt to have tele-
phone c onferences rather than having the parents come i n ? 
School Some c.f Little c-1 None d Total la '.;; ,o { 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6 ) (7) (8) 
Greemroods 3 30. 00 ..., 30 . 00 4 L~o .oo 10 ;) 
Hinsdal e l 8 .33 7 58.33 4, 33.33 1? 
I ntermedi ate 2 11.76 7 41.17 8 L.,.?.05 17 
Junior High 2 3.3 .33 2 33 . 32 2 33.33 6 
Total 8 17.77 19 42.22 J_ <:: 40.00 L.-5 
no teacher thouc,ht t!:.erz 1,-,ras e;r "'at val ue . 22. 66 per cent of t~1e parenJ:,s 
and 45 . 03 per c ent of the teachers felt some val:.1e . I'To value ·c, all was 
report~d by 32. 67 per cent oi' L2e parents and 16 . 66 'Jer cent of the 
teachers . This i t seents is revealinc; i n terms of the n mLer used . 
Another r eason often a dvanced for not attendi ng the arent co.1fer-
ences is the meet i ng; vrith the t eacher 1>rhic h are held be ore t :.e month1~:-
P. T .:L meetin_c:s . The meetings are diff Grent in each sc l:ool and probably 
effect in l arge measure the attitude of the parent. In response to the 
value of the rr,.:; eti:-J..:_;s held before each P . T . A. meeting , as not ed on taole 
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t fi;i.rty. s even, 27. 63 p er cent i :1di cated ,:reat val ue lrlith 30 .]), per ce!".t i n-
dicatin; sorr.e value . ~Ihen the uestion of •.ra l ue i n compari son i·Ji th co!·.-
fer ences on conference days v-ras :::-2. i sed those sar:w vah~es dropped to _C .29 
ner cent and 2C. 5l per cent, respc tivel;)r. The pa1·ents i n L~2.22 per c enc 
of the cases i ndicate that , i :1 general, they are of little or no valne; 
Table 33. Parent Reaction to: Did you initiate the conference on the 
phone? 
School Total Yes % No % No Replv % (1) (2) (i) (L.) ( S) 
_(61 (7) (8) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 13 2 15.38 11 84.62 11 45.83 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 21 3 14.28 18 85.71 18 L~6.15 
Total 
Kindergarten 34 5 14.70 29 85.29 29 46.03 
Greenwoods 
Primary ........ 97 6 6.18 91 93.81 49 33.56 
Hinsdale 
Prirnary ••••••• l29 19 14.72 110 85.27 45 25.86 
Total 
Priro~ry ••••••• 226 25 11.06 201 88.93 93 29.06 
Intermediate 264 22 8.33 242 91.66 73 21.66 
Junior High 124 21 16.93 103 83.06 36 22.50 
Total 648 73 11.26 573 88.73 232 26.36 
Table 34. Teacher Reaction to: Are telephone conferences usually 
initiated by you? 
School Total Yes % ::(~) ';:;J;,- ci) (l) (2) (3) (4) 
Greenwoods 9 4 44.44 1:; 55.55 ./ 
Hinsdale 12 l 8.33 11 91.66 
Intermediate 17 8 47.05 9 52.94 
Junior High 6 3 50.00 3 50.00 
Total 44 16 36.36 28 63.63 
-
75 
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Table 35. Parent Reaction to: Of hovr ~uch val1.1_e are telephone confer-
ences as compared to con£ erences at school? 
School Great at Some c1 Little (!! None d Total ,~ 
'" 
;o ,J 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (JO) 
Greenvroods 
Kinderearten 1 5. 88 5 29. hl 5 29.41 6 35 . 29 l7 _, 
Hinsdale 
Kinder.e;arten }+ 12.90 5 16 .12 12 38 . 70 10 32.25 31 
Total 
Ki ndergarten 5 lO.hl 10 20 . 82 17 35. 41 16 33 .33 48 
Greemvoocls 
Prirnary ••••••• 15 12.71 32 27 . 11 40 33 . 89 31 26.27 118 
Hi~1sdale :1.4 10.52 27 20 .30 40 30.07 52 39.09 133 
Prirr~ry •• • ••• • 29 11.55 59 23.50 80 31.87 83 33.06 251 
Intermediate ?0 
- / 9.83 62 .21.01 lOL~ 35 .25 100 33. 89 295 
Junior High 13 9 . 70 34 25.37 48 35.82 39 29.10 134 
Total 76 10. 43 165 22. 66 249 3L~ .20 <38 32.69 728 
Table 36 . Teacher React ion to: Hoiv much value do you feel telephone con-
ferenc es have as compared -vrith havine the parents there? 
School Great <'l Some c! Little c1 None d Total 
'" 
JO ,o fO 
~ J l ' (2~ ~3l n~1 ~ sl C6l czl (8) (9) (JO) 
Greemroocls 0 r:. 50.00 3 30.00 2 20 . 00 10 ./ 
Hinsdale 0 5 50.00 6 50. 00 0 0 . 00 l2 
Intermediate 0 7 36 . 84 8 42 .10 L, 21.05 19 
Junior High 0 1· 57.:1.4 1 14.28 2 28.57 '7 y I 
Total 0 22 L!5 . 83 18 37.50 8 16 . 66 48 
Table 37 . Parent React i on to: Of hovr much value are the meetings held 
before the P.T.A . t o you? 
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.School Great d Some o1 Little % None d Tota l ·a ; 0 ,v 
(l) (2) (3) (ll.) ( 2} (6} CZ} (8} (2} (10} 
Greemmods 
Kind ._r garten 7 38 . 89 3 16 . 66 5 27. 7L,. 3 16 . 66 18 
Hi nsdale 
Kinder garten 9 28 . 12 11 3h . 3 7 9 28 .12 3 9 .37 32 
Total 
Kindereartcn 16 32.00 lLI- 28 .00 14 28 .00 6 12.00 50 
Greem.roods 
Pri111.ary • • • • ••• 40 31.00 3 6 27.90 26 20 .15 17 13 . 17 129 
Hi nsdale 3L:. 2L~ . 8l "0 
.:J / 28 . Ie6 38 27.73 26 12.97 137 
PriiP..ar~r • •• • D •• 'J}+ 27. 81 ']) 28 .19 64 24 . 0£> 43 16 .16 266 
Intermediate <;5 2?.96 89 29.27 58 19.07 72 23. 68 304 
J unior Hi e;h 33 2L1- . 8l 39 29 .32 33 24 . 86 28 21.05 133 
Total 208 27 . 63 227 30 . 14 169 22.hl:. 14.9 19.?8 753 
(see tabl e 32. ) those f i gures rise to 52 . 00 per cent vrhen compared to re.:;u-
lar scheduled conferences . I n the notes v.rr i tten the chief complai n t s seemed 
to be the lack of privacy., l a cL of time , t he inability to s ee the teachers 
i n a departmental school and the fact that on ro~ny oc cas i ons t he teachers 
were not availabl e . In (';eneral the respondents seemed very dissatisfied 
vJith the pre- P. T.A. conferences . Ho-vm-ver., in regard to t he poss i oilit;:- of 
substituting an extra confer ence in place of these pre P . T.A. meetings ., 
( see table 39) the parents reeistered the fact that i i1 )8 . 75 per cee1t of 
the cases they ·Here not i n favor of such a plc:m . The thin1-::inu; here i s not 
c l ee.r-to the i'Jri ter a s th e respondents have i ndicated dissatisfactioCJ. 1-.ri th 
Tabl e 38. Parent Reaction to : Ho-.·r much value is there i n the meetin:;s 
hel d before P . T . A. as compared Hith those held at school on 
conference day? 
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School Great (11 Sone c t Little ct T'Tone 'T'otal ~-;) to J l J 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Greemmods 
Ki nder t;art en LJ. 22 .22 5 27 . 77 5 27 . 77 4 22.22 12 
HL1.sdale 
(inderc;arten 4 15.38 7 26. 92 10 38. L1-6 ~ 19 .23 26 / 
Total 
Kind·8:i.' ::;art en 8 18.1 8 l2 27 • .?.7 15 31: .• 09 / 20.45 l}L!~ 
G_ een1troods 
p .... il:taY':r • • • • • • 23 19. 65 32 27 .35 45 38 . 1~6 17 ll . 52 117 
Hi nsdale 2L> 18.32 32 24 . 1~2 l:.8 36 .6L;. 27 20. 61 131 
Prirn.ar~r . ..• • • 47 18. 95 64 25 .80 93 37. 50 M. 17. 7. 2L~8 
Intern:edi ate 5.S 19.71 79 27. 81 78 27 .46 71 25.00 28/+ 
Junior Hi gh l S 13 .95 46 35 . 65 35 27 .13 30 23 .25 1?9 
Total l2Q 15.29 201 22. 51 221 3 l. 3 L~ 15/+ 21. 84 705 
these meetings and have also approved the idea of more conferences . It 
must b e brought out that many parent s f avored t hese meetings due t o the 
f act they uere the most infor:rce.tive part of t he eveni ns . I n response to 
si i_l ar quest im'ls the t eachers went on r ecord as bei ng in favor of t he 
sub stitutior. of the pre- P . T. • m.eeti n.::;s for &'l.other co~1ference d ..... y i n 
56 . 52 per cent o:f.' the r esponses . 43 . L..7 per cent vrere not i n favor. See 
charts 40 and 41 for t he complete br 3akdm·m. I n regard t o the r elative 
val ue of t he h ro f orms of conf er e:"lces 82.22 per c ent of the t eachers so.i d 
that they di d n ot f ee l the pre- P. T . A. meetings 1·rere of as much valu as 
Table 39 . Parent Reaction to: V!ould you be i n f avor of substituting 
another conference day i n place of the meet i ngs _1eld before 
P .T.A.? 
Greemvoods 
Kimler gart en 20 7 35.00 13 65 . 00 4 16 . 66 
Hi nsdale 
Kinder ,sar t ei1 31 18 58 . 06 l" 
-J ~-1.93 r• l5 20.51 
Total 
Ki~1der sart en 51 25 2~9 . 01 26 50 . 98 l2 19.04 
Greem,mods 
Primary ••••• • •• ll7 37 31.62 80 68 . 37 29 19. 86 
Hinsdale 
Primary ••.••.• . ll1.5 65 44 . 82 80 55 .17 29 16 . 66 
Total 
P:. imar3' •••••••• 262 102 38 . 93 160 61.06 58 18 .12 
I ntermediate 282 109 38 . 65 173 6l.3L, 55 16 . 32 
Jtmior Hi.::;h 130 63 L:.8 . L1.6 67 :51. 5.3 30 23. 07 
Total 725 299 L1-l. 24 h26 58 . 75 11:;!:: /~ 81.80 
the plar~ed conferences held on conference d~ys . 
I n regard. to the val, .e placed. by t he t eac her s on the meet i r:.,3s held 
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before P.T.A. 8 .64 per cent said they 1r1ere of ,sreat value , 36 . 95 per cer'.t 
sa,ic. they vlere of some value, a li (e number i ndicated the3r vJere of little 
value and 17 .39 per cent said they felt they >·mre of no value . The com-
plete brea_._clm:n by school s i s made in te.bl e 42. 
The literature rna1(es many suggesti ons and presents man;)- ideas ith-i ch 
are different than those whi ch He emplo~r in Hi nsted . Therefore , vd_th nc 
Table 40. Teacher Reaction to: Ttlould you be in favor of substituting 
the meetings before P.T.A. for another conference day? 
School Total Yes % No % 
(l) (2) (3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
Greenwoods 10 4 40.00 6 60.00 
Hinsdale 12 5 41.66 7 58.33 
Intermediate 17 ll B5.2lJ 5. .3.5.29 
Junior High 7 6 85.71 l 14.28 
Total 46 26 56.52 20 43.47 
Table 41. Teacher Reaction to: Do you feel the meetings before P.T.A. 
are of as much value as the conferences on conference day? 
School Total Yes % No % 
(l) {2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Greenwoods 10 l 10.00 9 90.00 
Hinsdale 12 3 25.00 9 75.00 
Intermediate 17 2 11.76 15 88.23 
Junior High 6 2 33.33 4 66.00 
Total 45 8 17.77 37 82.22 
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other purpose than to sound out the thinking of the parents and teachers 
many questions were included that suggested possible changes for the 
system. The following is the analysis of the· responses on those questions. 
Of how much value would a conference between report cards, rather than at 
report card time, be to you was one of the questions. 79.51 per cent of 
I ~~ ~ ~~- --- -- - - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - --- -
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Table 42. Teacher Reaction to: How much value do you feel there is in 
meeting the parents before P.T.A.? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (?) (8) (9) (10) 
Greemmods 0 6 60.00 4 40.00 0 10 
Hinsdale 2 16.66 3 25.00 6 50.00 1 8.33 12 
Intermediate 2 11.76 3 17.64 5 29.41 7 41.17 17 
Ju.rlior High 0 00.00 5 71.42 2 28.57 0 o.oo 7 
Total 4 8.69 17 36.95 17 36.95 8 17.39 46 
of the parents felt that such a plan would be of some or great value. 
All groups of parents reached this conclusion. 14.43 per cent said it 
would be of no value at all. Chart 42 carries the complete picture in 
regard to this question. In response to this same question the teachers 
felt it would be of great or some value in only 50.53 per cent of the cases 1 
still a very substantial group. 23.25 per cent indicated no value, as 
shown on chart 44. 
The thought of having the student at the conference was given consid-
eration but only 31.91 per cent of the parents could see much value in 
such a plan. Teachers could see some or great value in on~ 19.86 per cent 
of the responses. Teachers saw no value in 60.86 per cent of the replies 
while parents registered no value in 48.60 per cent of the cases. The 
ratio stayed the same even if the student were available but not present 
unless called in. The statistics are charted on tables 45, 46, and 47. 
e 
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Table 43. Parent Reaction to: How much value would a conference between 
report cards, rather than at report card time, be to you? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % Total 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ~C9) (10) 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 7 36.84 6 31.57 3 15.78 3 15.78 19 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 10 33.33 14 46.66 3 10.00 3 10.00 30 
Total 
Kindergarten 17 34.69 20 40.81 6 12.24 6 12.24 49 
Greenwoods 
Primary ••••• 33 28.20 43 36.75 24 20.51 17 14.53 117 
Hinsdale 50 35.46 54 38.29 16 11.34 21 14.89 141 
Primary 83 32.17 97 37.59 40 15.50 39 15.11 258 
Intermediate 106 34.52 105 34.20 51 16.61 45 14.65 307 
Junior High 58 43.28 34 25.37 23 17.16 19 14.17 134 
Total 264 35.29 256 34.22 120 16.04 108 14-43 748 
Table 44. Teacher Reaction to: How much value do you feel there 1"fould be 
in holding a conference between report cards rather than directly 
after as we do now? 
School Great % Some cf Little % None % Total /0 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) ($) (9) (10) 
Greenwoods 1 10.00 3 30.00 3 30.00 3 30.00 10 
Hinsdale 0 00.00 6 60.00 1 10.00 3 30.00 10 
Intermediate 4 25.00 6 37.50 4 25.00 2 12.50 16 
Junior High 0 00.00 2 28.57 3 42.85 2 28.57 7 
Total 5 11.62 17 .3-~- 53 11 25.58 10 23.25 43 
Table 45. Parent Reaction to: Of how much value would it be to have 
your child at the conference? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % 
(12 
Greenwoods 
(2~ (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Kindergarten 2 10.52 1 5.26 7 36.84 9 47.36 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten l 3.12 2 6.25 10 31.25 19 59.37 
Total 
Kindergarten 3 5.88 3 5.88 17 33.33 28 54.90 
Greemmods 
Primary 17 13.93 lS 14.75 2S 22.95 59 48.36 
Hinsdale 23 16.19 24 16.90 31 21.83 64 45.07 
Primary 40 15.15 42 15.90 59 22.34 123 46.59 
Intermediate 51 16.77 39 l2.S2 60 19.73 154 50.65 
Junior High 31 22.79 22 16.17 21 15.44 62 45.58 
Total 125 17 .ss 106 14.03 157 20.79 367 48.60 
Total 
(10) 
19 
32 
51 
122 
142 
264 
304 
136 
722 
The receiving of the studentts report card as part of the conference 
has been suggested by some writers in the field. The parents responding 
to this suggestion said in Sl.42 per cent of the cases that they would 
not be in favor of such a procedure. 37.50 per 'cent of the teachers, 
however, indicated they would be interested in such a plan. See charts 4S 
and 49. 
It has been suggested that a sheet listing the areas to be discussed 
at the parent conferences is helpful to parents attending. 38.00 per cent 
felt that such a list would be of great help while 37.86 per cent felt it 
would be of some help. 23.12 per cent saw no or little help in such a 
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Table 46. Teacher Reaction to: How much value would there be in having 
the student at the conference? 
School Great % Some % Little % None cr/ Total /0 
. ----(1) (2) (3) (~) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Greenwoods 0 2 20.00 5 50.00 3 30.00 10 
Hinsdale 0 0 l 8.33 l1 91.66 12 
Intermediate 0 1 5.88 4 23.52 12 70.58 17 
Junior High l 14.28 l 14.28 3 42.85 2 28.57 7 
Total l 2.17 4 8.69 13 28.26 28 60.86 46 
Table 47. Tegcher Reaction to: How much value would there be in having 
the student available~ but not there unless called in? 
School Great ctf Some % Little ~ None % Total t.O 
(12 (2) (:2) (41 (2) {6) CZ) Ca) (2) (lQ) 
Greenwoods 1 11.11 2 22.22 3 33.33 3 33.33 9 
Hinsdale 0 0 l 8.33 11 91.66 12 
' .. 
Intermediate 1 16.66 5 31.25 l 16.66 a 56.25 16 / 
Junior High 2 28.57 4 57.14 1 14.28 0 o.oo 7 
Total 9.09 ll 25.00 6 13.63 23 52.27 44 
-, 
',-;::__ 
\~ 
Tabl e /.;8 . Parent Reaction to : 1tTould you be in favor of receiving your 
child ' s report card at a conference rather than having it 
brour;ht home? 
School Total Yes rr' No c<t No Reul•,- c" 0 0 ,<) 
(l) (2) (3) {4) ( .:; ) (6) ( 7) (8) 
Greemvoods 
Kindergarten lf-l-
- '--' 3 16.66 15 83 .33 6 25.00 
Hi nsdale 
{:inder[;arten 32 ll 34.37 . 21 65 .62 7 17. 91:-
Total 
Kindergart en 50 11:. 28.00 37 72.00 13 33.33 
Greenuoods 
Pri ry L'22 21 17 .21 101 82. 78 14 9.58· 
Hinsdale 
PriJll.ary 15h 35 22.70 119 77 .29 30 17 .2~. 
Total 
Pr:ir0.ar - 276 56 20 .28 220 79 .21 41:. 13.75 
I nte .mediate 305 46 15. 08 259 34 .91 32 9.49 
Junior Hi~h 139 27 19.42 ll2 80 .57 21 15.10 
Total 770 :1.43 18. 57 627 81.42 110 12.50 
listing . The most value seemed to be a."lticipated by the parent of our 
older students -vJith less Yalue as the age decreased . Table 50 shm .. 'S the 
totals i n detail. 
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There is much evidence i n the literature indicating a good conference 
s~-stem may replace the traditional report card . Hhen lrle questioned this 
possibility_, 0~ . 17 per cent felt that a ;;ood conference s;ysteli'. 1-mu.:::.d not 
be of Jnore value tha:1 a report card system. The teachers registe:-ed 
approximatel:r the same reaction, as 21. 57 per cent said no _, it could not 
Table IJ-9 . Teacher Reaction t o : t·Jould you be in favor of havi::.1c3 the 
parents receive the r eport cards at confere::.J.ce rather than 
ei vi nG them to the c hildr en? 
School Yes of NO % /u (1) (2) (3) (ll) (5) 
Greemroods 2 20.00 8 80.00 
Hi nsdale 6 66.67 3 33.33 
Intermedi ate 3 42.86 4 57.14 
Ju:.1ior Hie;h 4 28.57 10 71.43 
Total 15 37 . 50 25 62 . 50 
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Ta.bl e 50 . Parent Reaction to : Of ho"'tr much value •·muld a sheet 1istinc; 
the areas to be di scussed be to you? 
School Great d Some c1 Little % None c1 Total (~) j O p (1) (2) (4) (5) (6~ (7) (8) (9) (lO) 
Greemroods 
Kindersarten 11 61.11 L, 22 . 22 2 11.11 l 5. 55 18 
Hinsdale 
Ki ndersarten 12 l!-1.37 12 ~-1.37 2 6 . 89 3 10 . 3~- 29 
Total 
Kinder_sart~n 23 48 . 93 16 34.01:. L:. 8 .51 4 8 . 51 47 
G1.·eemroods 
PriJna.ry ~.2 36 . 52 44 38 .26 U- 12 .17 15 13 . OL,. 115 
Hi nsdale 49 35 . 50 51 36 . 95 24 17 .39 lA 10.11!. 138 
Primary 91 35.96 95 37 . 5L:. 38 15. 01 29 11 . 46 253 
I nt ermecJ.ia t e 115 3C . 85 lOL1- 35.13 38 12.83 39 13 . 17 296 
Juni or Hi3:h 1+5 36 . 00 58 L't-6.40 8 6 . L1-0 l4 11.20 125 
'l'otal 27L~ 38 . 00 273 37 . 86 88 12.20 86 11.92 721 
Table 51. Parent Reaction to: Do you feel a good conference system 
might be of more value than our present report card system? 
School I Total 
(l) (2) 
Greemroods 
Kindergarten 20 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 32 
Total 
Kindergarten 52 
Greenwoods 
Yes 
2 
8 
10 
Primary 129 13 
Hinsdale 
Primary 148 34 
Total 
Primary 277 47 
Intermediate 303 45 
Junior High 131 34 
Total 763 136 
No 
( l)) 
10.00 18 
25.00 24 
19.23 
10.07 116 
22.97 114 
16.96 230 
14.85 258 
25.95 97 
17.82 627 
No Reply 
(7) 
90.00 4 
75.00 7 
80.76 11 
89.92 17 
77.02 26 
43 
29 
82.17 ll7 
replace the report card system. See tables 51 and 52. 
16.66 
21.87 
17.46 
11.64 
14-94 
13-43 
10.08 
18.12 
13.29 
It was interesting to see that 89.93 per cent of the respondents 
indicated, as shown on chart 53, that they are in favor of keeping the 
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present conference system. All through the questionnaire there has been 
shown an expression of satisfaction with the present system, but on many 
occasions the parents as well as the teachers have shown strong feeling 
tm~rd changes lvhen possible changes 1vere suggested in this instrument. 
As a general statem~nt of value, the parents were asked of how much 
value did they find the conferences are in understanding their children's 
- --- - -~ -- --~-- -- ~-~ - -- ----~---- ------- --- -- --
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Table 52. Teacher Reaction to: Do you feel the conference system could 
effectively replace the present reporting system? 
School Total Yes % NO % 
(1} (21 (3) (il:) (5) (6) 
Greenwoods 9 3 33.00 6 
Hinsdale 10 0 00 10 100.00 
L'1termediate 14 4 28.57 10 71.42 
Junior High 0 00 5 100.00 
Total 38 7 18.42 31 81.57 
Table 53. Parent Reaction to: Are you in favor of keeping the parent 
conference system? 
School Total Yes % No crt JO ' No Replv % (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Ureenwoods 
Kindergarten 20 19 95.00 1 5.00 4 16.66 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 33 31 93.93 2 6.06 6 15~38 
Total 
Kindergarten 53 50 94.33 3 5.66 10 15.87 
Greenwoods 
Primary 126 110 87.30 16 12.69 20 13.69 
Hinsdale 
Primary 154 150 97.40 4 2.59 20 11.49 
Total 
Primary 280 260 92.85 20 7.14 40 12.50 
Intermediate 294 264 89.79 30 10.20 43 12.75 
Junior High 138 114 24 22 13.75 
Total 765 688 89.93 77 10.06 115 13.06 
Table 54. Parent Reaction to: In general of how much value ·do you find 
the conferences are in understanding your child's school program? 
Greenwoods 
Kindergarten 17 85.00 3 15.00 
Hinsdale 
Kindergarten 26 92.85 1 3.57 
Total 
Kindergarten 43 
Greenwoods 
Primary 82 
Hinsdale 118 
Primary 220 
70.08 29 
86.76 15 
86.95 44 
8.33 
24.78 
11.02 
17.39 
Intermediate 223 77.43 47 16.31 
Junior High 90 68.18 34 25~75 
Total 556 77.11 129 17.89 
0 
1 
1 
4 
3 
7 
9 
2 
19 
0 
3-57 
2.08 
3.41 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
9 
6 
2.63 17 
0 
0 
0 
1.70 
0 
3.12 
4.54 
2.35 
20 
28 
48 
117 
136 
253 
288 
132 
721 
school program. It was gratifying to see that 77.11 per cent felt they 
were of great value~ 17.89 per cent felt they were of some value~ 2.63 per 
cent saw litele and on~ 2.35 per cent saw no value at all. It was equally 
pleasing to note that 50.00 per cent of the teachers felt great value~ 
43.47 per cent felt some value~ 4.34 per cent felt little and again a per-
centage of 2.17 per cent saw no value at all. This seen1s to speak 1·1ell of 
the conference system as far as it has gone. The total school response to 
this question made by parents is tabulated on table 54~ while the teachers 
responses are shown in table 55. 
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Table 55. Teacher Reaction to· Of how ferences are in hel~ing m~ch value d.o you feel the con-you un erstand the student? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % Total 
(12 (2) (31 C4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Greemvoods 7 70.00 2 20.00 0 00.00 l 10.00 10 
Hinsdale 3 25.00 7 58.33 2 16.16 0 00 l2 
Intermediate 11 64.00 6 35.29 0 00 0 00 17 
Junior High 2 28.57 5 71.42 0 00 0 00 7 
Total 23 50.00 20 43.1>7 2 4.34 l 2.17 46 
The remainder of the questions dealt with the teachers ideas on 
their preparation~ trainine and use. These questions, of course~ were not 
directed to the parents. 
The first question was, "Have you seen the suggested guide for Parent 
Teacher Conferences? It is pleasing to note that 86.95 per cent had seen 
it~ but it was equally disturbing to see, as shown in table 56, that those 
who said no they hadn't seen it were in one school and hadn't been made 
aware of its existence. 
In answer to a question regarding the use of the guide, 31.11 per cent 
said they did not use the guide, as indicated in chart 57~ while 68.88 per 
cent have made use of it. It v-ras brought out in answer to another question 
that 52.50 per cent of the teachers felt that a more complete guide would 
be of more help to them, while 47.50 per cent didn't feel the need of tl:l..is 
type of help. See table 58. The teachers did state that 16.27 per cent 
felt a great deal of value could be derived from a series of faculty 
Table 56 . Teacher React i on to : Have you s een the suggested gui de for 
Par ent-Teacher Conferences ? 
School Total Yes (ij tO No /0 
(l2 (22 (3.2 (A) ( 5) (6) 
Greem·roods 10 10 100 . 00 0 o.oo 
Hi 02sdal e l2 J2 100 . 00 0 o.oo 
I ntermedi ate 17 l2 6h, . 70 6 3 5 . 20 
Juni or High 7 7 100.00 0 oo.oo 
Total L~6 L~O 86 . 95 6 13 . 04 
meet i ngs devoted to confer ences . 39 . 50 per cent fe l t some benefi t ·Ho'..lld 
resul t from this seri es . 27. 90 per cent s a;,,r l ittl e value while 16 .27 
per cent · saw no val ue at a l l. Total t abul at i on is given i n tabl e 59 . 
A vrorkshop devoted to faculty meetin.::;s seems to be urged, as can be 
seen from table 61, i.n that 80 . 00 per cent of the teachers felt some or 
great value could be gotten through a vmrkshop on conf ere11ces . 0 . 05 per 
cent could see no value i n this approach . 
s 1vcll a.s a v.rorkshop , 56 . 91 per cent felt , as seen i n tabl e 60 , a 
PT!'_ meeting devoted to them vmuld be of value . Litt l e or no value could 
be seen y L:J . 08 per c ent i n a PTA meeting devoted to confer ences . 
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Quest i on 30 ae1.d 31 on the teachers form had to do c·rith number attend-
ing t _1i s ;year at each of the various ki nds of meetings hel d . Due to the 
varieties of 1;.ra~rs the qu_estiol1S 1tiere an..s "t.Vel-- ed , .. ~ a tabulation could not be 
accurate , but in g0neral , L1ese are the resul ts of these quest i onlil. 
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Table 57. Teacher Reaction to: Do you use this guide? 
School Total Yes of No % /0 ( l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Greenwoods lO 8 80.00 2 20.00 
Hinsdale ll 7 63.63 4 36.36 
Intermediate l7 9 52.94 8 47.05 
Junior High 7 7 100.00 0 0.00 
Total 45 3l 68.88 l4 3l.ll 
Table 58. Teacher Reaction to: 'Vlould a more complete guide be of more 
help to you? 
School Total Yes % No of /0 
~ll {2~ r21 {41 { ~2 ~62 
Greenwoods 9 6 66.66 3 33.33 
Hinsdale ll 4 36.36 7 63.63 
Intermediate l3 8 6L54 5 3EL46 
Junior High 7 3 42.85 4 57.14 
Total 40 2l 52.56 l9 47.50 
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Table 59. Teacher Reaction to: How much value w·ould a series of faculty 
meetings devoted to conferences be? 
School Great % Some of Little % None of Total fO /0 
{ll (2) (32 (~) (5) {62 tz2 (82 (22 (102 
Greenwoods 1 11.11 5 55.55 1 11.11 2 22.22 9 
Hinsdale 0 4- 33.33 5 4-1.66 3 25.00 l2 
Intermediate 5 33.33 5 33.33 3 20.00 2 13.33 15 
Junior High 1 14-.2S 3 4-2.85 3 4-2.85 0 7 
Total 7 16.27 17 39.54 l2 27.90 7 16.27 4-3 
Table 60. Teacher Reaction to: Of how much value would a P.T.A. meeting 
devoted to them be? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % Total 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (B) (92 (lof 
Greenwoods 3 33.33 4 4-4--44 l ll.ll l ll.ll 9 
Hinsdale l 8.33 5 41.66 3 25.00 3 25.00 12 
Intermediate 5 31.25 5 31.25 4- 25.00 2 :! .J2.i50 16 
Junior High 0 oo.oo 2 28.57 4- 57.14- l 14~28 7 
Total 9 20.45 16 36.36 l2 27.27 7 15.91 4-L} 
________________________ ................ 
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Table 61. Teacher Reaction to: How much value would a workshop be to you? 
School Great % Some % Little % None % Total 
~l~ r22 r12 (l!:) ( 5) (6) Cz2 ($) (2) (JQ) 
Greenwoods 6 66.66 2 22.22 l ll.ll 0 9 
Hinsdale 1 10.00 5 50.00 2 20.00 2 20.00 10 
Intermediate 6 40.00 7 46.66 2 13.33 0 15 
Junior High 0 5 83.33 l 16.66 0 6 
Total 13 32.50 19 47-50 6 15.00 2 5 .. 00 40 
The average number of conferences per year was 13.05 per cent and in 
2.23 per cent of the cases~ the teacher has seen both of the parents either 
together or at different times. The teacher has in his class an average of 
10.91 per cent students who had no parent come to conferences throughout 
the year. The average number of students each teacher has in class for 
whom one parent came to conference is 12.55. 
The teacher conferred at PTA with the parents of a bout 13.66 per cent 
students buttthat still leaves~ on the average, in each classroom, 6.16 
per cent students the parents of whom made no contact at all with the 
teacher throughout the,academic year. 
The foregoing is the complete tabulation of the instruments presented 
to the parents of which 880 were returned for tabulation. Certainly this 
tabulation offers plenty of food for thought and gives cause for concern 
in many areas. Conclusions drawn from these figures and charts and 
recommendations are made in Chapter 5. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI~NDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
After reading the parent commentsj and studying the responses of 
the teachersj as well as those of the parentsj it seems plain that there 
is much inte~est in Parent Teacher Conferences. This interest stemsj it 
seemsj on the teachers part, from a sincere wish to convey honestly and 
clearly the picture of progress each of their students is making. The 
parentsj on the other hand, are emotionally tied as the marking effects 
their children, and as parents, they are constantly seeking that which 
will assist in their children's total education. 
In an effort to help the school department of Winsted, 880 parents, 
or 62.15 per cent of those receiving them, sent back replies. These 
parents sincerely answered the questions and in 20.45 per cent of the 
returns, or 100 out of 880, took additional time to write notes or comments 
so that their feelings and ideas might be more readily understood. It then 
is well for us to look very carefully at the results before a decision is 
made in regard to changing this system. The following is an attempt to 
make recommendations and suggestions in light of this writer's view of 
the data. 
I 
The first problem one sees is a vagueness on the part of teachers and 
parents alike, as to the use, purpose and value of the Parent Teacher Con-
ference tecl:mique. It is clear that there is a general ,feeling that this 
type is only used when there is a social, academic or physical problem. 
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The literature shm·rs that such is not the case, that much ce.n be , and is 
gai ned, by conferences vrl.th every parent . Thus Ne must first build 1•Tithin 
the city more avvareness of t he value of this type of reporting . This 
avmreness can be increased by devoting a s eries of PTA meeti nes and cer-
tai nly many faculty meetings to the discussion of the philosophy, method 
and value of this method . :Huch outside reading will be necessary and 
close cooperation bctvreen the parents and the school staff :,rill be i n order . 
Another problem facing Winsted i s the problem of scheduli~g . It is 
apparent th.a t at the present time, i t i s not i ntended that t:r_ere s hall be 
a full conference proe;r&-n. This statement i s made in the light of the 
fact that V>Tith an average cl ass load of 25 pupils and a tirrte all otment of 
260 :minutes , or an allotment of on l y approximately ll minutes for each 
conference . The carryin6 on of a full system of conference in this ti111e 
is impossible . To remedy this situation, a pl an of a II'inimu.'ll of 15 hours 
be all oted to carry on a full scale program shoul d be s t arted . Thus, it 
-vmuld s eem that at l east three days and an even:L'1g shoul d be set aside 
each marki ng period for this type of c ounseli ng . The 1-vri ter -vmuld suggest 
a Tuesday and Thurs day afternoon plus a Hednesday ever.ing of one 1'ieek, and 
an afternoon :L'1 the ne:A>t \<veek to pick up those vfho have had to cancel. 
An additional help in 1na dng i t possible to have more persons in 
attendance uoul d be to have the conferences at Pearson School held on a 
day other than those of the other bui ldings . Such a plan received approval 
of 72 . 91 per cent of the pa rents . I n this i'fay there '>rould be no conflict 
bet'\'reen buildi n .::;s . 
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The parents haYe :made it clear through their comment in Appendi...,"'{ ttAa 
that Hhen their children ar e in a de'partmental school, they 'I'J'ish to speak 
•rith each class room teacher rather than just the one in charge of home 
room. This , then , Beans a different schedule and probably less time Hith 
each parent . The staff., in faculty meetings, could, with supervisory 
assistance , evise a pl an i n ·hrhich more parents could see i ndividual 
teachers . 
There seems to be enouzh parent i nterest in conferences between 
repol~t cards t o justify an experimental program. I n ta)le 42 , 69 .00 per 
cent of the parents stated that they felt t here 1·J'ould be some or c:reat 
value i n havin.:; them at this tirne . The writer suggeot s that this pro2ram 
be started in the J unior High 1'lhere 68 . 00 per cent of the parents shm·r 
interest and especially in the c l assrooms of teachers Nho indicate a 
desire to part icj:pate i n. such an experi ment . If this 1'.rere successful, it 
might then relieve the scheduli!lg problems at report time for those 
parents vlho have chil dren at prirnar;r and intermediate level. It certain-
ly is 1.vorthy of trial. 
The si:;;: vmek confelnence s3rstem seemed to have merit and xet vfit__ 
considerable interest~ in that 73 . 00 per cel_"lt of the parents stated they 
f.clt this schedule to _ave .7eat or some value . The eA."'Perime:1t s~ees·~cd 
above co'ld also be used in this regard . 
There i s defini tely a need and a call for conferel_"lces follm,rln.g ti1e 
third marlcing period, ,,Jith 61.00 per cent of those respondi ng shoviing 
irJ.terest i n this idea. The scheduling of conferences a.t this time seem.s 
There should be at least 1:.5 rrinutes allmred f or eac h conference. 
This m.ay not be used for just counselling but could e >·rell used in writ-
i nz t:1e report on t _e past one and rnaki :10 fi..Ylal pr paration for the c om-
ing one . 
If the parents lme1v of the f act that they '~':ould be seen on ti:ne and 
t hat suffic i ent time vms being allotted f or their coLference , then i t 
1·wuld be in order to expect a lare;er at t endance . 
Ther e s eems to be , in c ertain sections, 33 . 00 per cent i...'"l J unior 
Hizh and 30 . 00 pe:r cent in Kinder[;o.rt en, a ·l a:rge use of telephone conver-
s ation i n l_Jlace of the r ezu.lar conference . I t see _ls tha t there s hould be 
an effort made to sh01or t he parent s and the teachers, the val1.1.e of face- t o-
face meetin::;s . Te l ephone calls are often necessary and justified, but as 
a replacement for our conferences they a r e not adequate. This ffa.ten'.ent 
is rr:ade dt e to the fact t hat 20 teachers i ndicated they -vrere of srreat 
value >vhen coiTtpared 1·Jith confer enc es and onl:" 10 per cent of the par ents 
i ndicated the~~ 1vere of Q.~eat value . 
There i s strong feelin.:3 , as noted i n appendi :c A, t hat 1-re should not 
att empt to hold conferences before t he PTA meetings . The s u.sgestio1 of 
abolishing t_1.em came f r om a 8:!.~eat nuJil.ber of parents and deserves a ,::,-reat 
deal of consi derat i on . The parents seem dissatisfied with the settinc , 
the tille, and see no apparent value . In 17.39 per cent of t he cases the 
t eachers see no value i n. the meet i ngs uhile 21. 84 per cent of the parents 
see no value in meetings b3fore PTA. 
Ther e \r.ras mentio;!. and suggestions of havi..n.g a PT. meet i nc; or t •m 
dev·oted to the v2.lue of Parent Teacher Conferences, and -..Jhat they, as 
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parents, could do to further the value of them. This sho, _ld e clone as 
early in the year as possible . 
There i s also a strong sent i ment for greater in-service trainin '-' i n 
the trho\olr" and tt-vrhat ' of conferences . The teachers indicated that 80.00 
per cent f elt a 1vorkshop devoted to conferences Hould be of service . The 
administrat i on of the schools should look into this possibility. There 
is certainl3r nerit in such a proposal. 
Another are of in-service trainin~ suggested, vras the faculty meet-
ings expressly for the improvement of the system. S'-1ch a program s houlcl. 
a~1d \·muld ext.end over many meetings and shoul d be initiated early i n t he 
year. 56 . 21 per cent of the teachers f elt val 1.1.e i n this plan. This is 
ex:tremel3r i mportant f or nevJ' teachers comins into onr system. It is clear 
that this has been lo.cidng as 13 . 01+ per cent of the teachers ir ..dicated no 
lmmded2:e of our suggested conference forJ!l. (see AppePdix. nett) or of the 
vr:J.y the c onfer ence reports should be filled out . Attent i on to thes e 
fact ors is of prime importance . A ne-.;v guide sheet should be compiled, 
one could be made 1.vhich 1..,rould be of assistance to parents in preparation 
for conferences . This could be taken home with the regular report card . 
52. 50 per cent of the t eachers indicated a nm·r guide vrould be of more help 
to them while 75 .86 per cent of the parents indicated a sheet listing the 
areas t o be disc, ssed 1wuld be of value to them. 
I t seems there is much 1'i'e can do to improve the system, but Etost of 
a ll, we must have faith in the mGthod and strive to improve it 1..rith each 
year . 
Another questionnaire mi::;ht also be sent to check parent reaction 
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after some changes have been made , this sho1ld be limited t o a one year 
period and then folloy,red up by another general discussion of the s ystem. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
As the fie l d of parent t eac her conferences f or reporting purposes 
is a fairly ne1>; field there seem to be many questions Nhich could 1·rell be 
i nvestieat ed . The first of these seems to be a general study of the num-
ber of s ystems nov-r using this method of reporting using an open end 
questionnaire to find the values and problems ~vhich the users see as Nell· 
as the nu..mber of systems ns i ng this type of r eportint; . It s eems ~-rell to 
knovr the percentage of school systems either using a total conference or 
at l eas t a partial one . 
A study mi ght also be u..ndertaken to study the correlation bet1veen 
academic standing of students and the percentage of attendance of- their 
parents at conferences designed to discuss the child ' s tota l educational 
program, out of school as v;ell as classroom advances. If there are direct 
advanta'-"es i n the parent teacher conferences, as it is felt there are, 
then· an ups1vin6 in academic achievement might b-:; expected . 
A s tudy of the i n service program devoted to the study of children, 
t !e history of evaluation, and the procedures used i n other s ysterns before 
setti nt; up a parent conferenc e reporting system vmuld be of value. Thi s 
study should be of immeasurable value to those systems c ontemplating the 
r evision of their r eporti ng system with an eye to usinc t he conference 
s~rstem. 
It is c l ear t hat t __ ere are rnany facts of t 11e reporting problem left 
u· ..:touched but the 1-n.~iter f eels that these studies -vrill be of i r::unediate 
value to any group c ontemplati ng the use of confer ences . 
APPENDIX "A" 
PAREI'lT C Qr.JHENTS 
The foll owing ite:ms are di;-ect quotations taken from the question-
naire v-rhe-:1 parents chose to write comments in addition to the check on 
the questionnai re . These c ornment s have been compiled by topic i n an 
effort to shovr the feelings of the ent i re group of respondents to ar..:r 
one quest i on . They are listed i n the order in 11Th; c h the topic referred 
to appea:c-ed on the origi nal questionnaire . Also including i n this list-
in.z is a section on general comments havins to do v.rith suggestions as to 
chan~es in the total conference system. 
l. Parent c orrlJnents i n response to the question affecting attendance. 
Due to vrorki..11g, I vms 1.mable to cane to the conferences but nm,r 
that I a1n ho.:-n_e , I can. c om:::: . 
The conferences, I thi nk, are a Honderful thing but i n my position 
I just do not have the time to att end . I c.:umot plan on an~r ce:c-tain 
ti..111e available for me . 
I inquired of the teachers 1,vhether they felt a conference ~~ras needed 
each time , and vras tol d there vmre no major probl ens , and 1-mless I 
f elt it vras needed, the time should go to s01neone \vho nee ed it much 
more . 
Due to a baby sitting problem, I don ' t get out. 
It is very difficult for a a other vfith other children at home, to r:;et 
oLt to conferences . 
Hy son is i n kinder.c;arten , so I attend PTA inst ead . l'Jext year I hop:::: 
to attend all conferences . 
Bec.:mse of 5 children and no baby sitter, I cannot attend conferences . 
I hc.ve never had any reason to attend a conference. 
Since my child gets excellent marlcs ~ I don ' t a t tend . 
D1..1.e to ill..nessl I have not been able t? attend m;.y nof.L tpe r;;o~erences 
this 'rear . I nad pl anned to attend b-....~-c i1lth an ll1I anv vee"Ghln.::; a~1d 
colds: I haYe j1.:'-st had to miss all the neetings • 
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l·Te never attended a conference because V>re had no L robler1 . 
I have t.r-ied to ans-;,rer the best vray I col'.ld because I haven ' t been 
able to attend too ma.n~r conference rD.eeti11gs or PTA on account of 
sm.a.ll children at hoL'le . 
I anl m1able to get to conferences because of the tra.nsportation 
problern. 
I ha,-en't been able to attend becav.se I 1;rork out of to-vm. 
I am unable :to attend because I ' 'rork in East Hartford . 
If I l'elt my chil d •·rasn ' t mal-::ing proeress , I -.,rould t_y and get to 
conferences" 
I 1·rould li!-re t o get to cot1..ferences but find it in:lposs i ble . 
Since JII.y chi ldren have no pr oblems , I have never been . 
I 1·..rorl-:: so can ' t atte:'1.d conf erences bu.t do ;30 to PTA . 
Conferences are fine if needed . I try to att end j s t one meeti ng 
to meet my child ' s teacher . 
I can ' t tal:e t i me out. from wod;: to att er.d con ferences . 
I have never at t ended school c on_ferences or PTA . 
I never get to school conferences . 
I find i t just in1possibl e to attend . 
I can't tal;:e tir:1e out t o attend school affairs. 
I have no need to attend con..ferences. 
I meet 'irith the t0acher after school ver;/ often, so do not tal:e 
up her valuable conference t i me. 
I'Ye neYer een to a scheduled conferen.ce . 
I am interested, but just cannot take the time from vmrk t o attend . 
~'Jhen my son gets i nto first grade , I shall attend . 
I' ve neYer f elt the need to go but defini tely rroul d should the need 
arise~ 
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Since I 1•ror k a ll day and have a home to care f er at nieht ~ I c1o!1 ' t 
co to school affair s . 
As a worl:ins mother I don ' t get to COl"J.ferences. It is easi er for 
a teacher to contact the pare:J.t if any difficulty c..:rises , t an it 
is for the parent to call t he t eacher. 
2. Parent comment s i n response t o the question refe~~ring to parent and 
teacher preparati on . 
School teachers should be better prepared . 
Some teachers are not prepared at all. 
The t eacher s hoL.l d be more prepared at conference b _me. 
The teachers should make more effort to be bett er prepared. 
I feel that the home room teacher does not knou the actual vrork the 
child is doi ng i n other classes and so is not prepared to ansv1er 
sone of our questi ons. 
3 . Parent comments in r esponse to the question affecting telephone 
con~erences . 
I 1·mrlc, so contact the teacher by phone . 
Teacher shoul d phone parent if a difficult~r ari ses . 
I v-ror~: , so get in touch 1-ri.th the t eacher bJr phone. 
1!Jith small er childr en at home , it is easier to contact the teacher 
by phone. The t eacher w.ay call me at any t ime. 
Guess I' ve no problem, the t eacher never calls . 
I only contact t he teacher by phone . 
Telephone conferences, 1·rhich I disli ke , are m3r only contact ecause 
of 1-rorking. The teacher bas enough to cl.o 1~-:Ltho t parents callin_:s 
durin.-; the evenin.::; . 
A telephone call from the t eacher to the parents of children >·.rith 
problewB , would be of .::;rea t value . 
Ui th double sessions ~ it seems t o require the use of the telephone 
to reach teache:.~s. Ther e seems to be no time before or after school 
t o even see a teacher for mal-::e up vmrk et c . 
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4. Parent comments i n response to the question referring to length of 
c onferences and schedulin.s. 
It is difficul t to see all the teachers if your child has more than 
one . I have made appointments by signing a time and have e;one only 
to see the home room teacher . 
It is difficult to make the rounds in one da;y i f you have more than 
one child in a school or :L'1 different schools . 
I have children i n tvro schools and you jus t can ' t get to see all 
the teachers in one afternoon . 
5. Parent conunents in response to the question re l ating to conf erences 
and report cards . 
I f ee l both report cards and cc:nferences are necessary. 
For some parents 1'iho can ' t or don ' t come to school, i t roi:::;ht help to 
gi ve out report cards at a conference . 
The only contact I have vrith s chool i s 1rfi t h my child's report card as 
I can ' t attend meeti ngs . 
I i'.'"oul d s till like a report card systeil'_ along with conferences. 
An excellent check list. Conferences 1'rill never replace the report 
cards. Keep up the good 1tvork. 
I doubt if the con..ferenc es should t ake t he place of the report card 
v.;hi ch gi ve a child a sense of a chievement and recogni t ion f or Nark 
accomplis 1ed but also a tangi ble proof of his abilit;y. But I do think 
conferences i nstill a report between teacher and parent and gi ve the 
child a fee ling of confi dence that his 1'\Telfare i s of first importance 
whether he i s doing A or U w·ork . 
6. Parent comments in response of t he question in relation to Parent 
Teacher conferences in general. 
I f I have a problem concerning my children i..n school, I Nould con-
tact the t eacher and discuss i t vJit h her . Speaking for myself, I'm 
not i n favor of the con..ferences . 
If c onferences could be held during t he eve!li ng i nstea.d of da;ytimes , 
it would be eas i er . 
"V-Jorki ne parents need this conference system held at ni ght. 
Conferences shoul d be he l d after 6 P . 1'-f. 
Evenin,c coni'erences or Saturdays ~rould be better. 
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l"l:ore conferences and less PTA 
Sat"Lrrda;:,r conferences wonld be better except that the teachers might 
not 1vant t o 1v-ork it that vmy . Another i dea miGht be a continuation 
of conferenc es the same evening of the dayti..me ones . 
I am very much i n favor of the conferences . I think that one con-
ference should include the pupil. I also think the system used is 
excellent but should be extended to cover each marking period. 
7. Parent ·comments in response to the question of conferencing tet1:reen 
report cards or after the third marking period . 
I feel that if an extra conference could be held at the middle of 
the year , including the child, it v.rou ld help greatly. 
A c onference every 6 ueeks would be fine i n the 2nd and Jrd mar ki n.; 
period. 
A conference betv..reen report cards vmuld be of value if m;>r child was 
havi ng difficu~ties. 
I think a conference after each report card vm :ld help a great deal. 
There should be a parent conference about 3 or 4 weeks befo:;.·e the 
f i rst report card , so parents could straighten the child out and the 
child "l.Voul dn ' t lose out on the first marking period. 
I am of the opinion that there are enough conferences being held nmv-. 
The children need the time in the class rooms rather thar1 on the 
stTeets . 
I do feel that the:ce should be more conferences not j ust at r eport 
card ti..me when it is too late to do anythi ng about the current marks . 
Conferences should be held before report cards come out so ~arents 
could help their children . 
I ,,rould appreciate a conference before report cards come out . 
Teachers s hould notify parents before report cards come out if a 
child is having difficulty. 
Conferences should be held before report cards come out so we' d ~movJ" 
v.rhet her to expect a lo1-r mark or not . 
Conferences should be held more in the early pru·t of the year. It 
shoul d be more he lp to a child t o get straight ened out instead of 
vmiting until i t is too late . Teac hers should tell parent ear l y in 
the year if child needs help. 
A three conference system \voul c be effective , a parent teacher; 
a teacher , parent, child and a follo1rr-up at mid- year or later 
l;vould I!'E.ke an effect i ve liasson beh,reen parent and tsacher and 
t~1e child would benefit from their combined ir:ter est . 
8 . Parent coEllnents on the question relating t o children i n attendance 
at conferences . 
I vrould go to conferences if I could bring my 3 cl1ildren . 
Nore parei1ts ~<Jonld attend if children could come . 
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9. Parents comw£nts on the quest i on rel at i ng to the Parent Teacher Con-
ferenc es befor e PTA ~J!e etings . 
PI' meetings s-hould be abolished. 
I find t hat before PTA some parents ta_.e all the time and l eave 
others 1vith none. 
Conferences are much bett er t han PTA . 
Conferences gi ve a parent more time to discuss mat t ers. Time be_o:e 
PT is useless . 
Confer ences are better than PTA meetings . 
Conference days are bet ter than PTA meetins s . 
T~- se conferences are nore satisfactory t han PTA 
I find t hat PTA conferenc es t ime is useless. 
I f i nd the PTA tirr1e unsat i s f actory in seeing t he teacher . 
I t is unsatisfactory to meet vr.it h t eacher s Jefore PTA . 
PTA t i me i s usel ess . 
It is impossi ble to contact the t eac her before PTA , some parents 
monopolize t he t eacher ' s t i me . 
No t i me availab l e t o speak to t eac her before PTA. 
PI' conf er ences are of little value . 
Ll tJ'1_ou:3h very unsatisfactor;y, PT r is t he only t:ifle I ha-re t o con-
tact t he teacher s o· I mus t make t he most of it . 
Some teacher s s ho·ul d be more di screet at PTA. They are so l o- d. t hat 
i t i s embarrassinz . 
• PT'. could easily be di ssolved . 
~1ost people at PTA are bored and the teacher s only "!!rant parents 
there f or room co1.u~t . 
If it 1.vere!1 tt for PTA , I' d never get to see the t eacher , even 
though it is unsat i sfact ory. 
Conferences before PTA are i nadequate because of the t ime l mit . 
Too !'.1..a:r.y parents and each 1'rants to take all the teacher ' s t:iJr.e 
just to.l ldn.::; in general. 
PT.t.  is val ueless . I'm 1'rillinc to support them, bt't not waste .. :y 
tirne . 
I don ' t like conf erenc es before PTA. 
Not enough time for conference befor e PT1- • 
PTA i s of no va l ue but conf erences s ystems are . 
I get satisfaction out of goi n,g to PTA . 
There i s no need f or PTA. 
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PTA confer ences are of value if you get to s e e the t eacher . 
It is use l ess to try a nd see a teacher befor e PTA . 
Conferences before PTA are impossible due t o so m£my parent s . 
PTA conferences are not satisfactory. 
PTI meet i ngs aj_~e no good to see t he t eacher. 
These PTA meetings have no value. 
PTA meetings are us eless . 
Conferences before PT .. are not satisfactory bec ause of s o :ma ny 
parents and ea,ch -vrants to talk . 
Conferenc es before PTA a r e t oo :r·ushed , if you haYe an apport J.ni ty 
at all to see the t eacher. 
So1:1.e parents -vrant t o take the whol e t i me 1)efore PI'A and t he rest 
just stand i n line and hope they get to eee the teacher before t he 
meet i n_z . 
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10. Parent comments concerning the value of Parent Teacher Conferences. 
The parents are able to follow the child's progress through these 
conferences. 
These conferences are more important as the child grows older. 
This conference system is a very good idea. 
Conference days are wonderful. 
I prefer the present system. Let's not change it. 
I am satisfied with things the way they are. 
I believe the conferences aid the parents in helping their children 
and understanding the child's problem. 
I heartily approve the present system. 
You get a chance to really talk with the teacher at conferences. 
Conferences are important. 
I think the conferences are a great help. 
Any contact between parent and teacher is helpful. 
I think this system is fine. 
Conferences system is fine as is. 
These conferences are valuable. 
I am definitely in favor of these conferences. 
This conference system is wonderful. 
I prefer either PTA or telephoning the teacher. 
I support these conferences and hope we have more. 
The present system is adequate. 
The conference system is terrific. 
-~ are a great help and value. These c~uerences 
This system helps you understand your child more. 
This system is of great value. 
The present conference system is fine. 
I support this system wholeheartedly. 
The conferences have created a better understanding between parent 
and teacher • 
I am not in favor of conferences. It is up to the teacher to 
notify us parents if any trouble is brewing. 
Conferences are important. 
I would hate to see this system discontinued. 
I am extremely satisfied with the present system. 
11. General comments not concerned with any question in particular. 
I feel that a parent should be told when his child's deportment in 
school needs correcting. 
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The answers I checked were based on how IT d feel if I ever attended 
a conference. 
Promised homework does not follow conference. 
A child does well in school as long as he gets proper discipline and 
encouragement. 
I suggest that some parents just drop in at school to see just what 
does go on. 
I do not understand anything about PTA or conferences. 
I have no time for such nonsense. 
I am disappointed in my son's report card this time. His marks are 
terrible and there's no need of it. 
How do I go about to see all the teachers? 
A_parent~ teacher and student reception should be had so we could 
all get acquainted. 
Transportation should be provided for conference days. 
Everything is going fine. 
I 
Conferences should be set up as needed by the teacher. 
Conferences should be held only for those with problems. 
If the conferences are needed~ fine~ but we should not overload 
the teachers. 
Conferences take up school time. 
I don't participate in school affairs. 
I feel the teachers are doing a great job and that they should 
be complimented. 
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APPENDIX ttBu 
TEACHERS COMMENTS 
The items below are direct quotations copied from the questionnaire 
when teachers chose to write comments in adqition to checking the appro-
priate items. These comments have been compiled by topic in an effort 
to show the feelings of the entire group of teachers to any one question. 
They are listed in the order in which the topic referred to appeared on 
the original questionnaire. It should be pointed out that 93.31 per cent 
of the teachers returned the instrument with 26.of 5D.00.per cent making 
additional comments in writing on the questionnaire. 
1. Teacher comments in response to questions affecting attendance and 
scheduling. 
... ·_-· 
Most parents want a conference early in the fall, and there just 
isn't time enough to fit them all in on the first conference day. 
Nothing has been suggested to remedy that situation. If a school 
day were given to conferences, I would be in favor of afternoon and 
evening periods to accommodate the working mothers who are the ones 
hardest to reach. 
Conference time could be cut to 15-20 Min. per person. Conference 
time could be at least once in the evening. Break time of 10-15 ~fin. 
for all teachers half way through the conferencing schedule. 
A teacher's break is needed when 7 conferences are scheduled. 
Parents who want a whole hour ro~y arrange it. Half an hour, and 
usually 20 minutes i enough for most. 
As a rule, 20 min. is sufficient· time. More is scheduled when needed 
or requested. 
I think a twenty minute conference might work out well. 
One difficulty in arranging conferences with parents is that a great 
majority of mothers are employed outside the home until 4:00. Tb~s 
makes it impossible for them to reach the school in the allotted time. 
Perhaps a monthly conference period from 7-9 PM could be arranged, 
thus eliminating PTA meetings. If this were done, you could meet 
with 4 parents each time that ordinarily you would never contact. 
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2. 
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I believe more parents could come if we scheduled a 1'1/hole day. There 
are not enough periods for all who work tocome. Some can never come 
in the afternoon. It might be helpful to work out provision of chil-
dren who cannot be left at home (nursery, supervised playground, or 
films) To have the children out of school often doubles the mother's 
difficulty in gettin~ away from home. I ~rould like the all day period 
because I ivould like to beable to give my entire preparation and 
attention to conference for the day. I doubt if there would be twice 
as many conferences. As it is, when the afternoon schedule is full, 
it is too intensive and exhausting to make any good recording and 
evaluation possible. 
Parent comments in relation to question asked by parents. 
·Most parents do not ask enough questions, much less ones for which 
information is not readily available. 
In the case of emotionally disturbed children where specialized help 
is needed, we have none. 
3. Teacher comments in response to questions of conferencing between report 
card~ahd after marking periods. 
Conferences every 6 weeks would be good if they were to replace report 
cards. In Winsted, parents would never do away iilth R.C. I believe 
more parents would attend conferences if they were to receive the 
cards. Every parent is not contacted each conference day. Not 
possible. 
Some parents attend ever~ conference. Follow up good. Some parents 
attend no conference or PTA-attitude seems to be, I'll leave you 
alone if you do the same'~·to me. 
I think a conference after any marking period is desirable. As a 
parent I ivould want it but many i'110uld not. As a teacher, I think we 
'should' offer it but I'm glad we dontt have conferences coming up 
right now! 
A conference could replace one marldng period. No value of holding 
a conference between report cards unless conferences were in lieu of 
marking period. 
I feel that conferences are best at the close of a marking period. 
This is a time of summing up and evaluation for pupil and teacher and 
there is more to say and report at this time. The interested or con-
cerned parent has an opportunity to check hetweam. report cards. 
4. Teacher comment of children's attendance at conferences. 
5. 
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I feel that it might confuse relationships to require that the 
child be 'in the offing' for conferences. I pre~er to try to have 
a conference with the child before the parent comes and to follow 
it up with the child the next day. By the same token~ I prefer 
to establish my relationship ~nth the parent about the child and 
avoid injecting parent-child and teacher-child relationships into 
this situation. I do think that there are times when the child's 
presence might be helpful but this would not be the rule. 
Teacher comments in relation to question relating to telephone con-
ferences. 
A telephone conference is often of great value vdth parents who 
cannot come in and with those who would not take the initiative to 
do so. 
If an appointment is cancelled~ I try to have a telephone confer-
ence. 
6. Teacher comments in relation to the value of pre P.T.A. meetings. 
Value of conferences and PTA meetings depend on group. With a good, 
average group~ great benefit is derived. In slow group~ parents 
tend to be uninterested. 
I prefer scheduled conferences. I do not like to discuss a child 
with parents if others are present in the room. 
Conferences before PTA are too confused with parents standing arolll1d 
and much inclined to visit with each other. However, often do not 
see those parents at any other time. 
I feel that the pre P.T.A. conferences are valuable and not to be 
compared with individual conferences. This is a kind of group con-
ference in which there is a shar~ng of ~uestions and problems. 
Some parents find relief and encouragement in the presence of others 
whose children are doing or not doing the same things which may have 
caused them undue anxiety. I find it a good opportunity to help 
parents.balance off their children's strengths and weaknesses. I 
have felt that some parents who would be at a loss in an individual 
conference get a lot out of this. It often paves the way for a good 
conference later - by establishing a friendly parent-teacher 
relationship and by helping parents formulate their questions. I 
also get help from the discussions which take place between parents 
(I always introduce everyone •• ). 
7. Teacher comments in regard to the possibility of the parents receiving 
their child's report card at the conference. 
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I think it is important for the child and the parent to have a re-
port of record vmich goes into the home. I feel that it is part 
of a child's growing up to take a report home. I am not satisfied 
with our present system of reporting but think it is better than 
most and am not at present prepared to suggest anything better. If 
there is not a better way to get at least one parent of every child 
in for a conference early in the school year, it might be a good 
idea to require the parent to come in for the first report. I 
1vou~d not favor it for every marking period. 
The parents don't receive the grades, the children do and should 
have the feeling of responsibility for them. 
I think parents would come to conferences if they had to get the 
report cards themselves. 
I think the child gets a lift if he takes home the report card him-
self. There are many good report cards. 
8. Teachers commenwon in-service training for holding parent teacher 
conferences. 
I would like a good workshop followed by a series of faculty meet-
ings dealing ~nth parent con~erences. I think every faculty profits 
from a good sharing 'vith others and returns to their particular 
problems with broadened point of view, new ideas and reassurance. 
9. General comments added to the questionnaire by teachers. 
Make a mimeograph sheet of a note which would demand that the par-
ent come in, stating that the child had definite difficulty in some 
area. 
As a general rule, parents 1.Yho come to-·PTA and conferences are those 
who do not need to come very badly or 1vould come of their o-vm accord 
to see the teacher privately-even to the teacher's ol'm home. HmJ-
ever,even when a parent doesn't need to come, some good results do 
come, if only understanding the parent. 
With a discussion leader who could~reak the ice' between parents as 
a eroup and teachers as a group and spark discussion, a P.T.A. meet-
ing about parent-teacher conferences could be ver-:l fine - an excellent 
means of interpretation. 
Much of this doesn't apply to kindergarten. Social attitudes and 
1vork habits can be .fairly vmll covered by PTA. I feel that one 
general group conference at the beginning of the school year to ex-
plain the kindergarten program; Individual conferences in !-fay 1·Jhen 
intelligence tests, reading tests and metropolitan readiness tests 
have been given. At that time you have concrete information that 
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viill indicate the child!s l.evel of readiness for first grade. I 
have a parent program in the room each year consisting of the 
activities the children have been doL11g day by day. This gives 
parents an opportunity to see their child with the group. :torany 
parents stay to taU;: about the child following this event. }fany 
parents are seen at the end of the school day, at community affairs, 
dovmtown, etc. 
\'llien 7 conferences are scheduled and 7 are taken in full, there is 
no break for the teacher from 1:30-5. A parent does not leave un-
til the next one is introduced. Frankly, I could stand a break! As 
it is, I usually ask a parent, who is a personal friend, to leave 
a few minutes early, so that I can at least visit the teacher's 
room. I am one who always has a full schedule. 
At ~onferences or PTA, one always sees the same parents. 
of children who are. generally going all right in school. 
is to get the parents of the children not doing >vell out. 
parents never are at PTA or conferences. 
Parents 
The trick 
These 
The same few parents come to both conferences and PTA. Usually 
they are the parents with no problems concerning their children. 
The parents who need to confer witp the teacher never come near. 
One parent angrily called me by phone concerning this report 
said she had no time to bother with this or any such nonsense, and 
advised the school system to get down to business, and teach the 
kids. (This same parent has never been to school, and has no idea 
what her child's room is like or what her child's teacher is like.) 
The conferences are of great value in helping me understand the 
student. I value the expression of attitudes, details of the child's 
position in the family constellation, details of out-of-school 
achievements and difficulties and the opportunity to interpret our 
program and my picture of the child to the parent. 
One of the best parent-teacher projects I've seen ~~s that of hav-
ine; a ''room meeting" early in the year. At this time the teacher, 
supervisors, principal and all who had anything to do 11lith the room 
program (in our case it would be rooms of a given grade) presented 
the program and ans\vered questions • • This paved the way for more 
effective parent-teacher conferences later ••• 
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WINCHESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
WINSTED. CONNECTICUT 
-·-
REPORT TO PARENTS 
Grades 1, 2 and 3 
NAME OF PUPIL 
SCHOOL GRADE 
TEACHER 
SCHOOL YEAR 19 19 
TO PARENTS 
A Report to parents should call to your attention not 
only the type of work being done by your child in the var-
ious school subjects, but also give you an estimate of items 
important to his future success and to his rating as a citizen. 
It is the belief of the School that the tendencies of the child 
which make for sound character and sound citizenship 
are of first importance. 
In emphasizing these, itis the desire of the School to 
engage the attention and assistaBce of parents in develop-
ing these qualities. 
Low marks are often caused by the irregular attend-
ance of the pupil. Every effort should be made to keep 
children in school. 
The first years in school are important ones to your 
child. Encourage him by your interest in his work and 
frequent visits to school to confer with his teacher. 
BERNARD C. DULLEA 
Superintendent of Schools 
FIRST SE:COND THIRD 
MARKING KEY REPORT REPORT REPORT 
.. .. .. .. .. 
.. 
" " " " ( y) A V is used for the general " " •
" 
• •
" 
• • " 
• a: z a: 0: z 0: 0: z 0: .. 
mark. ii .. .. ii .. .. ii .. > > > > > > z .. • z .. • z • .. • • .. • .. 
" • " • " 
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.. 0 .. .J .. .. 0 ... .J ::! .. 0 .. .. heading, if progress differs :l II > ., c :l ., > ... • :J • > ... 0 • .. II .. 0 • • II .. 0 • • II from the general mark. ~ Ill u c 1&. ~ Ill u c 1&. ~ Ill u c 
READING 
Reading level is Grade 
Is developing a good reading vocabulary 
Understands what he reads 
Shows interest and enjoyment in reading I activi1ies 
Reads orally with fluency and good expression 
ARITHMETIC 
Is developing number sense 
Is mastering basic number facts 
Shows ability to use numbers in 
every-day situations 
lANGUAGE ARTS 
Enjoys the reading of stories and poems-
participates in class dramatizations 
Uses clear and interesting expression of 
ideas or experiences 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
Shows growth in understanding of every-day life 
Contributes to discussion 
SCIENCE I I I I 
SPELLING 
Masters assigned spelling words 
Applies good spelling to other subjects 
WRITING 
Writes legibly at all times 
ART I I 
MUSIC I 
PHYSICAL ED. 
FOURTH 
REPORT 
.. .. 
" " •
" 
• a: z 0: .. ii .. > > z • .. • .. .. 
" 
a: • ~ a: 
:l .. 
.. • :l .. > a: 0 .. .. .. 0 .. .. c :l • > .. c .. 0 • • • .. 
1&. ~ Ill u c 1&. 
_ __L 
I I 
SOCIAL ATTITUDES (General subject mark) 
Is courteous in speech and action 
Takes good care of property 
Respects rights of others 
Practices self-control 
Is dependable 
Shows good spirit in accepting and 
giving suggestions 
Practices good Health Habits 
Practices habits of safety 
--
WORK HABITS 
Listens attentively 
Begins work promptly 
Follows directions 
Completes work independently 
Uses time to good advantage 
Does neat work 
Works well with others 
in relation to mental ability: 
Is making satisfactory progress 
Could be doing better 
At the present rate of progress 
promotion in June is: 
Likely 
Unlikely 
FIRST 
REPORT 
"' 
" 
" 
•z a: 
ii "' >z • ., 
• 
" .. "' •II > 0: 
.. 0 ., 
:l • > 0 • • 
~ Ill u 
SECOND THIRD 
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"' 
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1 2 3 4 
DODD 
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D 
D 
.. 
" • a: 
.. 
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" ~ • 0: 0 
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> .. 
• • 
u c 
I 
., 
a: 
:l 
.. 
• .. 
1&. 
I 
II 
Times Present 
Times Absent 
Times Tardy 
Times Dismissed 
Teacher's Comments 
FIRST PERIOD 
SECOND PERIOD 
THIRD PERIOD 
l 2 3 4 
Parent's Comments 
and Signature 
Signature 
Signature 
Signature 
Your signature indicates you have examined this report 
not that you approve or disapprove. 
June 19 
Is assigned 
to Grade."< ............................ .. next September. 
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WINCHESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
WINSTED. CONNECTICUT 
·-
REPORT TO PARENTS 
Grades 4 to 6 
NAME OF PUPIL 
SCHOOL GRADE 
TEACHER 
SCHOOL YEAR 19 19 
TO PARENTS 
A Report to parents should call to your attention not 
only the type of work being done by your child in the var-
ious school subjects, but also give you an estimate of items 
important to his future success and to his rating as a citizen. 
It is th~ belief of the School that the tendencies of the child 
which make for sound character and sound citizenship 
are of first importance. 
Low marks are often caused by the irregular attend-
ance of the pupil. Every effort should be made to keep 
children in school. 
Encourage your child by your interest in his work and 
frequent visits to the school to confer with his teacher. 
Parents are encouraged to make comments. 
BERNARD C. DULLEA 
Superintendent of Schools 
MARKING KEY 
A 90- 100 c 70- 79 
B 80 - 89 U - Below 70 
The general mark is given for each quarter. 
A blank is left beside a sub-heading if progress is as good 
as that indicated by the general mark. 
A plus ( + or(-) sign is given for sub-headings when they 
are not equal to the general mark. 
ATTITUDES and HABITS 
SOCIAL ATTITUDES (General subject mark) 
Is courteous in speech and action 
Takes good care of property 
Respects rights of others 
Practices self-control 
Is dependable 
Shows good spirit in accepting and 
giving suggestions 
Practices good Health Habits 
Practices habits of safety 
Is cooperative 
Shows Initiative 
Is Self-reliant 
WORK HABITS (General Mark) 
Listens attentively 
Begins work promptly 
Follows diredlions 
Completes work independently 
Uses time to good advantage 
Does neat work 
Works well with others 
Contributes to class discussion 
Times Present 
Times Absent 
Times Tardy 
Times Dismissed 
l 2 3 4 
2 3 4 
DODD 
DODD 
DODD 
DODD 
SUBJECTS 
READING (General subject mark) 
Reading level is Grade 
Understands what he reads 
Masters new words for himself 
Reads orally with fluency and good expression 
Reads independently for pleasure 
ARITHMETIC (General subject mark) 
Grade level 
Has accuracy in the fundamental processes 
Has ability to solve problems 
SPELLING (General subject mark) 
Grade level 
Masters assigned spelling words 
Applies good spelling to other subjects 
LANGUAGE (General subject mark) 
Expresses himself clearly and correctly orally 
Expresses himself clearly and correctly in writing 
Uses varied vocabulary 
SOCIAL STUDIES (General subject mark) 
HISTORY (General subject mark) 
GEOGRAPHY !General subject mark) 
Is skillful in use of maps. globes, references 
Draws conclusions from facts presented 
Investigates independently 
SCIENCE (General subject mark) 
HEALTH 
WRITING (General subject mark) 
Writes legibly at all times 
ART (General subject mark) 
MUSIC (General subject mark) 
PHYSICAL ED. (General subject mark) 
In view of your child's apparent mental ability 
your child is: 
Making satisfactory progress 
Could be doing better 
At the present-rate of progress 
promotion in June is: 
Likely 
Unlikely 
l 2 3 
l 2 3 4 
DODD 
DODD 
DD 
DD 
4 
-
Teacher's Comments 
FIRST PERIOD 
SECOND PERIOD 
THIRD PERIOD 
Parent's Comments 
and Signature 
Signature 
Signature 
Signature 
Your signature indicates you have examined this report 
not that you approve or disapprove. 
June 19 
is assigned 
to Grade ......................... .. ....... next September. 


WINCHESTER PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
WINSTED. CONNECTICUT 
-·-
REPORT TO PARENTS 
Grades 1 to 8 
NAME OF PUPIL 
SCHOOL GRADE 
TEACHER 
PRINCIPAL 
. 
SCHOOL YEAR 19 19 
TO PARENTS 
The purpose of this report is to furnish you with our 
estimate of your child's growth and his ability to improve. 
Please study carefully the evaluation of the pupil's social atti-
tude and work habits. You are cordially invited to visit your 
child's classroom. Frequent conferences with the teacher will 
make this report more worthwhile and meaningful. 
BERNARD C. DULLEA 
Superintendent of Schools 
NAME. 
LITERATURE 
Comprehension 
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Effort 
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principles 
Effort 
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MATHEMATICS 
Mastery of fundamentals 
Ability in problem solving 
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FOURTH 
REPORT Vocal ability 
Instrumental progress 
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.. Q Appreciation 
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Written work 
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.J .. 
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m Citizenship 
ART 
Ability 
Originality 
Appreciation 
Effort 
Citizenship 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Written work 
Mastery of fundamentals 
Proficiency in required skills 
Application 
Effort 
Sportsmanship 
HOME ECONOMICS 
Interest in progress 
Initiative 
Knowledge of skills and techniques 
Works well with group 
Effort 
Citizenship 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
Mechanical ability 
Related information 
Accuracy 
Effort 
Citizenship 
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HOME ROOM TEACHER'S SIGNATURE .. Citizenship ............ ..... ......................... ..................................... I I I I • CIVICS I 
....... .. ...... .............. .. ..................................... 195 ...... .. Knowledge of skills and subject matter 
Oral reports 
Class discussions 
Quality of written work 
Effort 
Citizenship 
GEOGRAPHY I I 
Knowledge of skills and subject matter 
Class discussions 
Quality of written work 
Effort 
Citizenship 
1 I I I I SPELLING I 
Effort 
Citizenship 
PENMANSHIP 
Effort 
---· 
Citizenship 
I I I CITIZENSHIP TRAITS l 
Dependability 
Care of property 
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Initiative 
Self control 
Works with group 
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PRESENT 
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TARDY 
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SAMPLE JUNIOR HIGH LEVEL CARD 
Suggested Guide for Parent-Teacher Conferences 
Health record -
Family Habits -
Outside activities 
dancing class~ scouts~ piano lesson, etc. 
Television 
Other members of family 
brothers~· sisters 
Other members of household 
grandparents~ uncles~ aunts~ roomers 
Does the child '\vork? Have duties? 
Study at home? Place to study? 
Child's problems at school 
(from parents' standpoint) 
120 
l2l 
CONFERENCE SHEET 
, Conference with 
--------------------------------
Child 1 s Name 
-------------------
Time of conference -----------------------~----
(Subjects discussed) 
(Outcome) 
(Recommendations) 
Date. ________________________ __ Teacher 
--------------------------------------
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